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LIGHT SCATTERING FROM LIQUIDS AND LIQUID CRYSTALS 

Hal J. Rosen 

Department of Physics, University of California 
and 

Inorganic Materials Research Division 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
Berkeley, California 94720 

ABSTRACT 

In.this thesis three separate investigations using the 

light scattering technique will be presented. In Section II 

results of Raman measurements on I complexes in various 
2 

solutions are reported. Emphasis is on the variation of 

the Raman spectrum of I in mixtures of n-hexane and benzene 
' 2 

or methylated benzenes. Our results indicate that each I 2 

molecule can probably interact with more than one donor 

and tne effect of inert molecules in the solution should be 

taken into account. In Section III we present a Raman study 

of the phase transitions of the nematic liquid crystal, Para-

Azoxydianisole. 'The intensities of several Raman modes 

were shoWn to change abruptly at the phase.transitions, but. 

no detectable frequency shift of any mode was observed. Our 

results suggest that the Raman spectrum of Para-Azoxydianisole 

is only affected by short range ordering. Qualitative inter-

pretation of the results is given. Finally, in Section IV, 

we present our Brillouin scattering measurements of the 
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propagation of hypersonic waves in a cholesteric medium 

at the liquid-to-liquid-cry~tal transition. Contraryto 

the results obtained by others'. we have foli.nd no 

anoma:lous change in either the velocity or the .attenuation 

of the hyPersomic waves at the transition. 

. ~. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Light scattering is a spectroscopic technique for investigating low 

frequency excitations. Although this technique has ,been known for almost 

60 years most of the work in this field has been done since 1961 when the 

laser was invented. Such diverse excitations as: rotational, vibrational 

and electronic energy levels, phonons (acoustic and optic), entropy and 

pressure fluctuations, magnons, plasmons, polaritons and rotons have been 

studied. These excitations range in frequency from a few Hertz to 10
14 

~rtz. 

It is instructive to make a comparison between the light scattering 

technique and the infra-red absorption technique. First consider an 

absorption process. One can c-ause transitions between two energy levels 

a and b by shining in radiation whose frequency matches the energy spacing, 

~. The cross~section for this process is calculated from first order 

. -21 2 
perturbation theory and is typically 10 em . In a light scattering 

experiment one causes transitions by a second order or Raman process. 

For such a process a photon of frequency w is absorbed and a scattered 

photon of frequency w-~ is emitted with the material system making a 

transition from a to b. By detecting the scattered radiation one can 

determine the energy spacing ~ of the two levels of the system. Of 

course, the cross-section for this second order process is much smaller 

th th b t . t' d .. t. ll·lo-30 2 an e a sorp 10n cross-sec 1on an 1s yp1ca y . em . However, 

with a laser source one can easily detect such modes. The light scatter-

ing technique has a major advantage over the infra-red absorption tech-

nique in that one does not have to match the frequency of the source to 

the energy spacing. In principle, one can measure any low frequency 
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excitation with a single frequency source. Actually the two techniques 

are complementary in the sense that the two processes have complementary 

selection rules. Some modes can be ·detected via Raman processes (tensor 

selection rUles) while oth~rs are only infra-red active (vector selection 

rules) .. 

In this thesis I will report on three separate investigations using 

the light scattering technique. In the first investigation the inter

action between iodine and benzene (methytated benzenes) was studied by 

carefully monitoring the vibrational frequency of I
2 

as the benzene 

(methylated benzene) concentration was changed. The results of this 

investigation are presented in Sec. II. In Sec. III a Raman study of the 

nematic liquid crystal Para-Azoxydianisole at its phase transitions is 

presented. Finally, in Sec. IV an investigation of the propagation of 

sound at the liquid crystal-liquid phase transition using the Brillouin 

scattering technique will be presented. 

.J·· 
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SECTION II 
* RAMAN STUDY OF IODINE COMPLEXES IN SOLUTIONS 

-J:. Introduction 

For the past t1-ro· deca(1.es, the subject of charge~transfer interactior: 

between molecules has attracted much e.ttention. In particular, ch:1re~~-

transfer cornpJexcs of iodine have been investir,ated by many research 

.. 1 
workers. Among the many properties of charf,e-tran3fer complexes, 

the uv absorpU.vi t:r ho.s been investigated rr.o:..;t thoroughly. Results are 

often analyzed usinf, the Bcnesi-Hildebrand equation. 
2 

They are genc:cally 

in qualitative agreerr.ent with the charge-transfer theory proposed by 

Mulliken. 3 HowevE:r, for weak complexes, the results often·show ar.or:;alous 

behav~or. 4 
For example, since the charge-transfer interactioi1 between 

r
2 

and methylated benzenes increases with methylation, one w.::mld expc:c l 

the uv extinction coefficient of the complex also to increase 1-ri th 

methylation, but the opposite was found. 5 

In order to explain the anomalies, various authors have modified. 

2 . ·.· ~ 6-10 
the Benesi-Hildebrand theory in a varlety or ways.· In particul':l.l', 

Orgel and MuJliken
10 

pointed out that there is no f.E:.iori reason to 

assUll2e the existence of only 1:1 stable coraplexes in solution. The 

observed properties of complexes in solution should be statistical 

avera.e;es over all attaine.ble corr.plex configurations in thermal equilibri u.;:~:. 10 

This is particularly true for weak 'r
2 

complexes in >rhich the charge-

t . t t . . f . . 1 1 11 
: ransfer 1n erac 10n lS of an· y ong range. 

There has also been cri ticisn1 on the uv absorption measurements. 

The measurem~nts •,rere usually carried out at a single frequency in the 

charge-transfer band, ignoring the possible shift and change.· of profile 

* To be published in J. Molecular Physics 

.I 
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of the absorption band. As Mulliken and Pcrsort2 pointed out, the 

extinction coefficient which goes into any theory of con:plexcs should 

be the one inteerated O';cr the entire. chn.rc;e-transfer band. Unfortunately, 

there are technical difficulties in making absorption .rr.easurements over 

the whole band to a good dec;ree of accuracy. It is therefore important 

to perform measurements on other properties of complexes to offer an 

independent test of the theories. Infrared and Raman studies ser-:e this 

purpose. 

J3 14 15 T'nere have been several reports of infrarea and Raman • · 

experiments on charge-transfer com:9lexes. Rame.n measurements on 1
2 

complexes ,14 however, hD.ve been limited to the case of 1
2 

in pure 

donor solution. No systematic investigation of the changes in the 

Raman spectrtw of I
2 

complexes as a function cf donor concentration 

. has been reported yet. 

In this paper ,
16 

we would like to report our recent experimental 

studies on 1
2 

complexes in solution vri th modern Raman spectroscopic 

technique ... Emphasis is on the change of the Rar,1an spectrum of 12 

due to charge-transfer interaction between I
2 

and various donors. 

The·results indicate that I
2 

can simultaneous:iy interact with more than 

one donor.· In Section II,· a brief theoretical discussion on 

the average properties of complexes in solution is given. Then 

in Section III, we describe the experimental setup and procedure 

briefly. Finally, in Section IV, the experimental results are 

presented and interpreted. 
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IL Theoretical Discussion 

Properties of a'moleculc ere generally a.ff<:!cLcd by mc.lecuJ.ar inter-· 

action ·.rith its surrouncUr:c; mol~culcs. Fo:!'" ccm\plcx:c-s in solution, the 

observed properties of the complexes shoulG. corrt::.::;po!1d to statintica1 

averages over alJ possible complex configurations, as sueGested by 

Orgel and Mulliken. 1° Consider a solution of complexes, with a small 

amount of acceptors dissolved in a mixture of donors and inert solvent 

molecules. 'l'he concentration of acceptors is so low that the inter-

action between acceptors can be neglected. Therefore,.the properties of 

e.n acceptor in the solution are affected only by its interactions with 

the neighboring donors and inert molecules. . We shall not make any pre-

judgment on vrhat types of interactions they are, al thou~h it is believed 

that the interaction between acceptors and donors is mainly due to charge-

transfer interaction. Let p(R) be the statistical distribution function -
for a particular configuration (denoted by R) of donors and inert molecules 

around the acceptor. Then, for a certain p'ropert~ X of the acceptors, 

such as the uv absorption coefficient, Raman scattering cross'-section, 

etc., the corresponding observed. quantity is given by 

<x>= fv X(R)p(R) dR. - ·- - (1) 
0 

where the volume of integration V is chosen large enough to include ~11 
0 

molecules interacting with the acceptor. The expression for p(R) can be 

obtained from simple statistical mechanics. 

If we allow ah acceptor to interact simultaneously with several sur-

rounding molecules, then we can show from statistical treatment (see Appendix 

I for details) that Eq. (1) takes the form 
. 2 

ao+alpB+a2pB + ... 
(X}= ( 2) 
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iv.·herc p.B is the donor conc~ntration in the soJ.utio:.1, and an ano. b
0 I ~ 

! ' ·are constant coefricients. 
! 
' ··In experirr.cz~'~e:.l investigation, it is rr.ore in teres tine; to ccrnpare 

the observed property of acceptors at finite donor concentrations 'ld th .r 

the sa.rne property at zero donor co:1,centration (corresponding to pure 

. inert solvent). Therefore, the quantity of interest is 

( 6X ) - ( X ) - ( X ) PB =o· . ' 

From Eq. {2), ve obtain 

.. 
( 6X) 

where en and bn are constant coefficients . 

. When only the.linea:- terms are kept in both the numerator 

and the clenomina.tcr, the above equation reduces to the well-kno;m 

2 
Benesi-Hildeb~and equation, 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where /:,X
0 

and K are constants depending on the properties of the com

plexes. ·In the Benesi-Hildebrand model, K represents the equilibrium 

constant,but this is not true here as is seen from the derivation of 

Eq. ( 5). 

• 

I 

'' 
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If .the terms qu:tC.:::;atic in. pB are e.lso kept, then the equation has the 

. . ~ 9 
form derived o:r DeranLau. , 

\. . 

We nmr co!l~:i.der the ca~e of Raman scatter.-ing from co~plexes :i.n 

~elution. Because of interaction bet~een donors and 

acceptors (mainly due to cha.rge-transfer interaction), Raman scatteri.ng 

from a vibrational mode of the acceptor is changed through changes of 

energies and wave functions of the eigenstates of the acceptor. The 

scattering cross-section could either increase or decrease, but if the 

·newly created, strong charge-transfer band happens to be near the fre-

quency of the exciting field, it is likely to have a noticeable enhance
. 18 

ment. With X replaced by (dcr/dn) in the above equations, we then 

have the functional depende!!ce of the observed differential scattering 

cross-section ( do/dn > on the donor concentration pB. 
. . 

Interaction between donors and acceptors also lo.osens up the inter-

atomic bonding in an acceptor. As a result, the vibrational frequencies 

. 19 20 
of the acceptor usually shift to lower values. ' For complexes ill 

solution, the observed spectral distribution for a Raman mode is givE:n ~y 

s(w) = fv g.(w-w (R)} (do(R)/drl) p(R) dR v ... 
(6 ) 

0 

where g(w-w ) is the lineshP..pe function. Norma.lly, the distribution of 
. ' v 

donors and inert molecules has a f;w most favo-=-able confie;uratfons 

~' ~2 , etc. If the correspond.ine w (R
1

), w (R2), etc. are sep~rated 
. v - v -

by more than a liu8·.ridth, then se,·.::r.?:.l distinct peaks .would be obs-::rved 

for the srune mode·in the spectrt•.rn. This happcr.s, for exa.rr.ple,.in the 
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case or stroni; .1:1 complexes in solubion. There, t~ro wclJ.-::;eparate:d 

" R?...man lines could b~ ob3crved for e.n acceptor mode, one for complc:<,=d 

and one for unccr~,lli_cxed acceptor molecules. 
/ 

l-Te can also measure th·= mean vibrational frequency defined as 

·<w > v 

From Eq. (6), we can readily find 

--

( w ) = f . w. {R)(dcr(R}/M2) p(R}aRiJ (do·(F:)/dD) p(R)d.R 
. v . v v - - - - v 

0· 0 

( 8) 

which can also be cxp1·essed in the forn of Eq. (2). The mean vi1Jra.tional 

:frequency shift is then given by 

<6w > -<w > v v 
{ w ) 

v p =0 
B 

where bn and en are c·onstants. · Again, in special. cases, the above 

equation reduces to the simple form of the Benesi-Hildebrand equation, 

Eq. (5), although the physical meanings of the coefficients would be 

different. 

We shall apply these re~ults to the case of R~1:nan scatterina from 
. .(.,;). 

I 2 complc~es in solution in Section IV. 
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III. Experimental Arrangement 

The construction of the Raman spectrometerwas the same as that of 

Landon and Porto. 21 The output of a He-Ne laser (Spectra Physics Model 

125), after passing through an interference filter, was focused on the 

sample with amicroscope objective. Scattered radiation from the sample 

in a direction perpendicular to the incoming beam was collected with a 

projector lens and focused on the entrance slit of a double monochromator. 

(Spex Model 1400) For detection, the photon counting technique was 

adopted. (See Appendix II for details). A photomultiplier (EMI 9558 QA), 

cooled to -70°C with dry nitrogen, was used to detect single photons in 
I 

the form of current pulses. These pulses were then amplified, shaped, 

and finally registered on a multichannel analyzer. 

This setup proved to be both convenient and sensitive. Excellent 

Raman spectra of 12 in solution~ were obtained with little effort. For 

example, with a scan speed of l.A/min and a slit width of 4 cm-l on the 

monochromator, the 'funda."!lental Raman line of 1
2 

in a 0.06 molar solution 

appeared with a signal-to-noise ratio greater than 50. A typical 

spectrum is. shown in Fig. 1. Iodine absorbs rather strongly at the 

laser frequency (6328 A ) . To avoid heating effects, it is necessary 

not to focus the laser beam too stron~ly into the 1
2 

solution. One 

must also properly choose the concentration.of r
2 

and the distance the 

· scattered radiation travels through the solution in order to optimize 

the signal-to-noise ratio. In our experime!'lts, the 1
2 

concentration was 

.usually taken to be 0.06 11, and the laser was focused at &pproximately 

1 mm away from the cell window through which the.scattered radiation 

was collected. For frequency cnlibratio!1, spectral lines from a Ne lamp 

were used. 
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A major difficulty in our Raman studies on'! complexes is that 
2 

th9 Raman lines of r
2 

sometimes overlrqJ with Raman lines of the sol vent 

molecules. Decomposition of the lines introduces error and makes the 

experimental data rnuch less accurate. For examples, the r2 fundruucntal 

-1 
overlaps slightly wl th a toluene liire at 214 em , and the first over-

-1 
tone of r

2 
overlaps with a weak benzene line at l~Ol1 em In principle, 

the above difficulty can be avoided by measurements at two different 

I .. 

I
2 

'concentrations. so that the part due to sol vent molecules in "the 

opserved spectrum can be subtracted out. No such correction procedure 

was made in our experiments. 

'l'he chemicals used were all of the Reat;ent grade. High purity of 

the sol vents is not important here, since the effect of impurities on 

iodine should be srno.lJ. • We saw no observable effects fron the snall 

quantities of impurities in our·experiments. Solutions were prepared 

the sa."le day they were measured. Errors in the concentrations of· 

solutions were estimated to be ± 2%. Unless specified, all measurements 

I. 
I 
I 
! 

i 
I 

were made at 25°C. I 
IV .• Experiment·al Resli:lts_ and. Discussion 

A. Raman Spectra of I
2 

in Various Solvents 

In an'iodine solution, interaction of 1
2 

with solvent molecules 

always leads to a shift in the frequency of the I
2 

stretching vibration. 

We can usually divide the i nter::1olecular interaction into two types: 

the long-ranp;e van der Waals interaction
22 

aud the short-range cheznical 

i t t
. 23 

n erac lOri. In the case of I
2 

complexes, the chemical interaction 

is presumably dominated by the charse-tran:>fer interaction. . In many 

cases, it is import1mt to separate the effcc
1
t of the charge-transfer· 

interaction from that of the van der Waals interaction. 

I 
I 

I 
~ i 

' i 
i 

.. j 
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In order to esti~atc the cff~ct of vari der Waals interaction, we 

have measured the Raman spectra of i
2 

dissolved in various s6lventsr 

V.'hile a true microsco!Jic theory for the vibrationaL frequency shifts 
I . 

due to van der Wae.ls interaction is not available, it is generally 

assumed, from Onsager's reaction field model, that the frequency shift 

~wV for a. solute molecule is a function of n
2 

where n is the· refracti v~ 

index of the sblvent. 24 For a narrow range of·n
2

, we .would then expect 

2 that ~wV(n ) can be approximated by a straight line. The results of 

our Rrur!an measurements on the fundamental vibration of r
2 

in va·cious 

solvents are given in Table I. Here, the mean vibrational freq_uency 

( ~ ) is defined as the center of gravity of the Raman line with 

respect to the exciting laser frequency. Our measurements on this 

-1 mean frequency could be as accurate as ± .1 em In Fig. 2, the mean 

0 -1 
frequency shifts, defined as ( /JwV ) - wVo - ( wV ) where wVo =213. 3 em . 

. 25 
is the vibrational frequency of 1

2 
in the vapor_phase; are plotted 

against (n2 - 1). 26 
From uv absorption measurements, we know that r

2 

has essentially no charge-transfer interaction with n~hexane; !1-heptane, 

and CC14.27 F'igure 2 shows that the frequency shifts for r2 _in these 

three solvents are small, and the three respective points indeed fall 

on a straight line. 7he frequency shifts in the other solvents are 

partly due to charge-transfer interaction, and Fig. 2 indicates that 

,the charge:...transfer interaction between r
2 

and solvent molecules 

increases in the following order: chloroform, cyclohe:Jeaf1e, nitrobenzene, 

chlorobenzene, bromobenzene, benzene, toluene, m~xylene, and mesitylene., 

~his result on the relative strengths of the char~e-transfer inte~action 

b t I d d . f ~ t d '. . t ... . h ... ' .. t. 5 , 27 e ween 
2 

an 1 reren onors ·1s cons1s en.., •r1t •Ale uv m.;:asurer:1en s. 
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l~cthylated Benzcnc3 

tioll, we b~:we n>c•.cl'.' a sys Lema Lie invesU t:,;l•.t.ion of t~c Ro.nun speclrU';l 

of r
2

·in miitur~~ of n-hc~a~~ and bcnzcn~ or mcthylnted benzenes. 

) 

In pure n-h2:Xan~, the I2 R;;r:na~ 1 . .,lnc r.a.s ~ mean vibratio:1al frequency 

of 210.1 
-·1 

e.nc1 E>.pparent full vidth at ha.l:f m'lxi r.1Um of 6.0 -] 
em , e.n era 

·('l'he correrpondir~g t!·ue full width is 5.1 cm-l, obtcd.nerl.from 

deCO!lYolutio:: of the line >ri th the slit .function.) Hi th incre<:-,.sing 

benzene canc<2n-Lrs.tJo!1 in the mixture, the line gradually shifts to 

lmre:i:· freqw.::r,d~c; (see F:i.;. 3) with little chan~e in the line p:cofile, 

e..1:.d finally rcac!1cs a mce.n fr2quencycf 201;.6 cm-l in pure bc:nzen.e . 
. .. 

This shift :b. prir.1a~ily due:: to char~e-transfer inf~erg,ction b-=b·re..;n 

1
2 

and bem:en;_~, since WE: re'cs.ll that t!wre is n:> ch9.rge-trs.ns.fer 

interaction bct1-reen 1
2 

arid. n-he}:ane end th<lt the van der Heals shifts estimated 

for I
2 

in :pt:re n-hexrme 

as seen from Fig. 2.
28 

-1 
and in pure benzene differ onl)- by 0. 4 em 

This observation cannot be explained by the model of r
2 

and benze:1e 
.... 2 . . 

forming 1:1 complexes (allowing each 12 to interact with only one donor). 

Such a model would predict two discrete Raman lines of r
2 

in the mixed 

solution, one for r
2 

unassociated with benzene, and the other for r
2 

complexed with benzene. As the benzene conce:1tration increases, the 

frequencies of the two lines "'ould remain unchanged, but their. relative 

intensity would change. Even for r2 in ~ure benzene, only 60% of r
2 

. 2 
would have formed 1:1 complexes, and the uncOI!iplexed r

2 
line would be . 

easily detectable. Our specti:·a show th'J.t, with increasing benzene cone en-

tration, the I lirie shifts as a whole to low~r frequencies. The shift 
·2 

from pure n.:.hexane to pure benzene is greater than the half width·of the 

line. It is impossible to decompose the line into two lines, one for 
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complexed 12 and one for uncomplexed 1
2

, as required by the above model. 

We did observe a small change ( < 25%) in the linevridth as shown in Fig. 4, 

but it does not affect our .conclusion. Similar results were obtained 

for 12 in.mixtures of n-he:Xane and toluene or m:-xylene. Our results 

suggest that the charge-transfer interaction between 1
2 

and the donors 

is weak,·and each 12 molecule can interact simultaneously with more than 

' 
one donor. The observed spectrum S(w) is a statistical average over 

all complex configurations as indicated by Eq. (6). 

ll.dcrosc"pic pic'tures also see:n to suggest that an I
2 

ru.olecule 

could inter:1ct effectively with. more than O!le donor. Hulli.ken 

h d . d ' ~ 1 f 1 1 I b . 1 3 · ~ d' as 1.scuss 2: var1ous :noete s o a :. 
2

- enzene cor.:p ex. 'r-.ccor 1.ng 

-
to him, the most compact and most probable mod~l has the iodine molecule 

, .. , ' 

resting on the benzene :molecule 'iri t~ its axis para.llel to the plane of 

the benzene :r,ing and its center on the sixfold axis of the benzen~. In 

8.11 the models, it secrr.s obviot•.s that we can~ot. rule out the poss~bili ty 

of havine a second benzene molecule interactlng •.olith the iodine from 

the other side,.althou.:;h the interaction could be shielded considerably 

by the interaction of the iodine vrith the first benzene molecule. 

. should be more .effective for stronge~ charr;e-t!·ansfer 

interac·tion, since the I,.. molecule is mo:.·e :1egativcly chn.rc;e.:1 in the 
c: 
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ability to interact with other donors. We then expect that for sufficiently 

strong 1
2 

complexes, 1
2 

and donor molecules 'wuld actually form 1:1 complexes 

with a more or less definite configuration at low donor concentrations. 

Correspondingly, two Ramnn lines should appear with their relative 

intensity changing with donor concentration. This is indeed the case 

' . 29 for 1
2 

in mixutres of n-hexane andmesitylene. At low concentrations 

of mesitylene, two lines.at 210.1 cm-l and 202.5 cm-1 can be observed. 

With increasing mcsitylene concentration, the complexed 12 line 

(202.5 cm-1 ) increases in intensity ancl the uncompJ.exed line (210.1 cm-1 ). 

diminishes. For mesity1ene concentration higher than 4o%, only the 

complex line remains and gradually shifts as a,whole to lower frequencies 

with increasing mesitylene concentration. This gradual shift again 

indicates that each r
2 

molecule now starts interacting effectively 

with more than one donor although the interaction is shielded to some 

extent by the charge-transfer interaction between r
2 

and the first donor. 

One can also regard the r
2
-mesitylene complex as a unit which 

now interacts weakly with surrounding donors to form higher-order 

complexes in various attainable configurations. 

Since the charge-transfer interaction between 1
2 

and pyridine is 

.supposed to be even stronger, we would expect to observe the same 

phenomenon for r2 in mixtures of n-hexane and pryidine. We found that 

. ~ . ~ 

there are indeed two lines at 210.1 em and 185 em for pyridine 

concentrations less than 0. 2%. With increasing pyridine concentration · 

above 0. 2%, the i.mcomplexed line disappears and the complexed line 

gradually shifts to lower frequencies with increasing linewidth .. 

I 
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Finally, in pure pyridine, the line appears at 174 em -l with a linewidth 

-1 
of 15 em I~frn.red measurements on r

2
-pyridine (Py r

2
) complexes in 

inert sol vents wi_th small concentrations of r
2 

and pyridine have also 

. . . -1 13 
revealed an absorption band around 184 em • In addition, Plyler and 

Mulliken13 have .observed two infrared absorption bands for r
2 

and 

pyridine in benzene, one at 204 cm-l and one at 174 cm-1 . they identify 

the 204 cm-l line as due to r 2-benzene complexes. They also suggest 

that the 174 cm-l line could be due to the formation of double complexes 

Benzene-Pyi
2 

of donor-acceptor character, or due to Pyi
2 

in "contact" 

donor-acceptor interaction with the benzene molecules around it. Our 

. -1 
observation of a gradual shift of the complexed 1

2 
line from 185 em 

.:..1 
to 174 em ~ which has also been observed in the infrared-work of Ginn 

13 and Wood, leads us to believe that the shift is the result of inter-

action bebreen the Pyi
2 

complex a:.1d neighbo::::in.g molect.<les in the 

statistical sense. The interaction could be of dono:r--acceptor chara<~ter, 

/ but since the P.JI
2 

complex has a large permanent dipole r.loment, 

van der 1-!aals interaction between Pyi
2 

and surroundine; molecules could 

also be appreciable. Further studies of the Pyi
2 

complex in different_ 

solvents could help determine which type of interaction is n1ore ill"'.portant. 

Our remark here also applies to the case of Pyi
2 

in benzen"'. 

· As we mentioriea earlier, ni2.asurements of the mce.n vibrational 

frequency shift ( Lw ) in the Ran<an S!Jectrum ~an be very accurate, and 
. . v . .. 

can be used to test quantitativel:r the theories on complexes insolution. 

In Fig. 3, 1/< 6w ) , the inverse of tl1'e mean frequency shift of the 
v 

1
2 

fundamental vibration from its value in pure n-·hexane, is plotted 
,. -

a.c;ainst 1/(p:B/pBO), the inverse of the norm~tlized concentration of 

benzene or methylated benzene, vher~ oBis the concentratio:'i of bcn?.ene 
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or methylated benzene in the mixture, and pBO the concentration of pure 

benzene or methylated benzene. The results look very much the same 

as those obtained from the uv measurements with the extinction 

coefficient replaced by the mean frequency shift. This is not 

unexpected since both the average uv extinction coefficient (integrated 

over the entire charge-transfer band) and the mean frequency shift 

should have the form of Eq. (4 ) in Section II. In fact, if we use the 

Benesi-Hildebrand equation, or Eq. (5), to fit the experimental data 

by the least-square method, we find that the constant K deduced from 

our measurements is within 25% of the value of K deduced from uv uv 
. . 5 30 31 absorptl.on measurements ' ' (see Table II). This gives us further 

assurance that the vibrational frequency shifts of I 2 in these mixtures 

from its value in pure n-hexane is primarily due to charge-transfer 

interaction. 

In Fig .. 3, while the Benesi-Hildebrand equation yields a straight 

line, the experimental data show some evidence of curvature. From 

Eq. ( 9), we realize that a better approximation should be 

1/< !1w > (ro ) 

where X= pB/pBO and al, ct2, el, and B2 are constant parameters. In 

Fig. 3, th~ theoretical curves obtained from a least-square 

fit of both Eq. (10) and the Benesi-Hildebrand equation are 

shown. It is seen that Eq .. (10) appears to give a better 

description of the experimental data. The values of 

I 
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a
1

, a
2

, (\, and 8
2 

ar.e given in Table III. However, the uncertainty in 

3') 
determining t11ese parameters is quite large, '- as suggested by the 

small difference between the two sets of curves in Fig. 3. (:I'he 

parame.ter 8
1 

can, however, be determined quite accurately from the 

32 
asymptotic slope of 1/( b,wv ) vs pBO/ pB at small pB). 'l'he least-

square error in the fitting could of course be greatly improved if more 

experimental data points are available! 

C. Temperature Dependence of Raman Spectra of 1
2 

in Mixtures 

of Benzene and n-Hexane 

General1y, thermal agitation decreases the probability of inter-

· action between molecules. Therefore, the vibrational frequency shift 

of 1
2 

in solution should be smaller at higher temperatures. In Fig. 5, 

we show the variation of ·the frequency shift as a function of the 

benzene concentration in mixtures of benzene and'n-hexane at 25°C and 

55°C. For a given benzene concentration, the shift is indeed .smaller 

at the higher temperature. 

D. Variation of Raman Scattering Intensity with 

Bemzerie Concentration in Mixtures of Benzene and CC11t 

For complexes in solution, the variation of the Raman scattering 

cross-section 1
2 

should have the same functional dependence on the 
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donor concentration _as the extinction coefficient for charee-transfcr 

. 15 absorption. 'l'hus, measun~ll!er:ts of Ra.rHan scattering int12nsi ty of r2 

~s a function of the donor concentration should provide anothe~ test 

on the theories of con~lexes in solution. 
. . 15 

Bahnick and Person have 

in fact made such measurements on several .charge-transfer complexes. 

The equilibrium constants deduced from their results by assuming 1:1 

complexes agree with those obtained from uv measurements. We have 

measured the integrated Raman cross-section of r
2 

in mixtures of 

benzene and cc14 . In order to eliminate possible variations, of 

collection e~ficicncy, change of absorptivity with benzene concen~ra-'...ion, 

long-terrm instability of the Raman spectron:eter, etc., we r1eed an 

internal intensity calibration for scattering cross-section measurements. 

This is provided by the strong Raman line of CC14 at 217 
-1 We em 

~lways measured the Raman line of 12 together with the 217 -1 line of em 

cc14. We then considered only the relative scattering cross.:..section 

of the r
2 

line with respect to the cc14 1 ine. We foUJ1d experimentally 

that in the absence of r2 , the scattering intensity of the 217 cm-l 

cc14 line is ~roportional-to the concentration of CCl~ in agreement 

with _the results of Bahnick and Person. 15 The'refore, within expcri:nental 

error, the scattering eros s-section of the cc14 line should be unaffected 

by the cc14-benzene interaction. Our experimental results in Fig. 6 

show that the relative Raman cross-section of r
2 

increases with the 

benzene concentration. This behavior a_erccs·qualitatively with 
·.---.\ 

what we would predict since a strong charge--Lr::J.nsfcr band. appears 

in the nr:ar uv (scr: Section II). Unfot'Lunatcly, there is inherent 

inaccuracy in the rr.-:asurern0nts of intec;ratcd intensity. The same 

. 15 
difficulty clearly exists also- in the mea:mrt:·mcnls of Bahnick and Person. 

·' 
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In-our case, the accuracy is worse since the cc1 4 line overlaps slightly 

with the r
2 

line. Conseque.·ntly, the results in Fig. 6 cannot be used 

for a quantitative test on the different theories of complexes in 

solution. 

E. First Haman Overtone of r
2 

inMixtures of Beryzene and n-hexane. 

We have also measured the relative scattering cross-section of 

the r
2 

first overtone with respect to the fundamental as a function of 

benzene concentration. Usually, one would expect the overtones to'be 

much weaker.than the fundamental. However, we found in pure n2hexane 

that the first ov~rtone is only 4 times less intense than the fundamental. 

This anomaly is probably due to resonance enhancement, since the exciting 

Jaser frequency is at the lower edge of the visible absorption band of 

12 . Because of this resonance Raman effect, the r
2 

Raman line is 

' -1 
exceptionally strong (100 times more intense than the 217 em cc14 

line), and it would not ge surprising even if the first overtone 

b . f 33 A h happened to e more 1.ntense than the undamental. s t e benzene 

concentration increases, the relative. cross-section becomes smaller, 

and finally in pure benzene, the overtone is approximat;ely 8 times 

weaker than the fundamental. This is presumably because the visible 

absorption band of r
2 

has a blue shift resulting from the charge-transfer 

' ' 2 34 
interaction between r

2 
and benzene. ' Here again, the results are 

not accurate enough for a more detailed quantitative discussion. 

Anharmonicity in a molecular vibration should he reflected .in 

the overtone spectrum of the vibration. 'l'hus, measurements of the 

overtone spectrum of 1
2 

complexc::~ in solution should yield inforrr.ation. 
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about how the nnharmonicity of the I-I intramolecular potential is 

changed by the ·charge-transfer interaction. We have measured the 

first Raman overtone of r
2 

in mixture:; of benzene and n-hexanc. Just 

as for the fundamental, the mean frequency of the overtone shifts to 

lov1er frequencies as the benzene concentration is increased (see Fig. 7). 

-1 
The overtone line is roughly symmetric; with a linewidth of about 18 em 

Yhich increases slit;htly with higher benzene concentrations. Qualitatively, 

these results are expected if we take into account the statistical 

distribution of complex configurations in solution, and consider the 

fact that the overtone line is usually broader than the fundamental. 

To show explicitly the change of anharmonicity, we have plotted in 

Fig. 8 the difference between twice themean fundamental frequency and 

the mean-overtone frequency as· a function of the benzene concentration. 

In pure n-hexane the anharmonicity is 2.5 times greater than the value 

. . 25 
found in vapor and as the benzene concentration increases, the 

"average" anharmonicity of the vibration decreases, approaching zero 

for benzene concentrations greater than 50%. The difference between 

the anharmonicity in pure n-hexane and-in vapor is presumably due to 

van der Waals interaction between r
2 

and n-:-hexane which enhances the 

anharmonicity. On the other hand, the charge-transfer :lnteraction 

apparently tends to make the r
2 

vibration more harmonic. 

F'. Intermolecular Mode of 1
2

, Complexes 

In addition to a change in the Ra,nan spectrum of r
2

, the charge

transfer interaction between 1
2 

and the donor could also induce a·new 

intermolecular mode. Frequencies of intermolecular modes are generally 

low, higher fo1· stronger interaction. The charge-transfer interaction 

. ',... 
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between r
2 

and py.dd:i.ne is exceptionally strong. From the infrared 

absorption sp•::ctrwn, Lab-· and ThbnT~;o} 3 have iwkcd found the inter-

-1 molecular mo·k at nl1 cm in the I -pv ri dine comr1lex. We hu.ve tried / 2 -. 

to observe th(' 3a.me intermolecular r..oce fr-om the Ha..·nan sp<)ctrurn. 

However, from the ch'3.rge configur·at ion of the 1
2
-pyridine complex, this 

intermolecular mode is probably more infrared-active than Raman-active. 

Because of this and also because of the relatively large scattering 

background near the exciting laser line, we have not been successful 

in detecting this inter:.'lolecular mode. 

V. Co'nclusions 

It is demonstrated that Ra..'llan spectroscopy can be us~d to 

investigate char6:-tro.r1sfer complexes in solution. By measu:::i r:.c; the 

mean freq_""..lencies of the r
2 

stretching vibration in various solvents, 

the freq_uency shift due to van der vlaals interaction can be separated 

fromthat due to charge-transfer interaction. Investigation of the 

r
2 

Raman spectrum in l!".ixtures of n-hexan~;: and benzene or methylated 

benzene shows -l.:.ts.t each 1
2 

molecule can prooably intere.ct sirnul tar.eously 

with more than one donor in the statistical sense. We have also 

measured, for various donor concentrations, the temperature variation, 

the linewidth, and the scattering cross-section of the r 2-fundamental 

and, in addition, the 1
2 

overtone spectrum. Results agree qualitatively 

with what the theory would predict. 
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\ 
Table I. Mean frequencies of the r 2 fundamental vibration in 

various solvents. 

Solvents Frequency (em -l) 

vapor 213.3 

n-hexane 210.1 ± 0.1 

n-heptane 210.0 ± 0.1 

carbontetrachloridc 209.7 ± 0.3 

chloroform 209.6 ± 0.4 

cyclohexane 208.9 ± 0.4 

nitrobenzene 208.1 ± 0.4 

chlorobenzene 207.1 ± 0.4 

bromo benzene 205.9 ± 0.4" 

benzene 204~6 ± 0.1 

toluene 203.6 ± 0.2 

m-xy1ene 202.1 ± 0.15 

mesitylerie 200.0 + 0.3 \ 

" .. 
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Table IL Va.J:ues of (ilw) and. Kin .Eq; (5) derived from the best fit 
_.·. . y 0 . .· . ·. . ·. 

Toluen~ 

. . 

of the experimental data to Eq. ( 5) as shown in Fig. 3. The 

equilibrium constants Kuv deduced from the uv abso~pt~on 

measurements. are obtained from (a)· R. M. Keefer and L. J.' 

Andrews, Ref. 30 and (b) L. J. Andrews and R. M. Keefer, Ref. 5. 

(6w J . 
. :V.O 

8.6 

10.3 

"-'1 
em 

-1 
em 

.;.1 
10.5 em. 

K -(1i ters/mole) 

0.17 

· . 0.21 

o.·4o 

K uv (liters/mole) 

0 ._15:( .· (a) 

\ 

0.16 . (b) 

0.31 (b) 

Mesitylene 0.62 : .534 (a) 

• 

·.' ..... 

I 

r· 1. 

I 
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Table III. Values of a
1

, a
2

, 13
1

, and 13
2 

in Eq. (10) derived from the 

best fit of the experimental data to Eq. (10) as shown in 

Fi . 3. 

al Cl2 ~1 132 

Benzene 2.64 4.53 13.20 31.71 

Toluene 3-.24 1.05 22.0 14.26 

. m-Xylene 3.0 3.6 30.6 29.37 

Mesitylene 3.68 0.724 5~·~1 2.72 

. . 

') 

•.-

-· ., 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. l. A typical Raman spectrwn (the centra1 line) of the I fundamen-
- 0 

L.. 

tal vibration in pure benzene at 55°C. The dots correspond to 

the r.wnber of counts in the channels of the multichannel analyzer. 

The two side lines are Ne calibration lines at 6402.25 A and 

6421.71 A:. The instrwnental line\ddth is 4 -1 em Note that only 

one spectral line of r2 shows up, while the model of a 1-1 complex 

would predict two. 

Fig. 2. Mean frequency shift of the r
2 

fundamental vibration from its 

Value in Vapor in variOUS SOl vents VS .n2 - 1, Where n iS the 

refractive index of solvent. 

1- n-hexane; 2 -·n-heptane; 3- carbon tetra~hloride; 

4 -chloroform; 5 - cyclohexane; 6- nitrobenzene; 

7 - chlorobenzene; 8 - bromoben?-ene; 9 - benzene; 

10 -toluene; 11 - m-xy1ene; 12 - mesitylene. 

Fig. 3. Comparison of the theoretical curve of Eq. (10) and the 

Benesi-Hildebrand curve of Eq. (5) with the experimental data. 

The inverse mean vibrational frequency shifts 1/<t:.wv > of r 2 in 

solutions of benzene or methylated benzene and n-hexane, with 

respect to the frequency in pure·n-hexane, are plotted as a-function 

of inverse normalized concentration of benzene or methylated benzene 

pB
0

/pB' where pBo is the density of pure benzene or methylated 

benzene and pB is the density of benzene or methylated benzene in 

the mixtures. 
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Fig. 4. Apparent Raman linewi dth of the 1
2 

fundamental vs the nonnali zed 

b ) -1 enzene concentration. 'I'he instrumental linewidth is ~ em . The 

trtie width of the 1 l1'ne · h 
2 1n n- exane obtained by deconvolution of 

the line with the slit function is'~.l cm-l 

Fig. 5. Nc?.n frc::1_uency shift o~· the 1
2 

fu!ld.:!.::lental as a function of

normalized benzene concentration at t•ro te:nperutures -25°C and 55°C. 

Fig. 6. Variation of the Rrunan scattering cross~section of the 1
2 

fundainental (normalized ac;c.i ns t the Raman scatterinc cross-section 

-1 -
of the 217 em line of CCJ. 11 ) ,as a function of the normalized 

benzene concentrat~on. 

Fig. 1. Hean freq_uency of the 1
2 

first overtone vs the normalized 

benzene concentration. 

Fig. 8. Variation of 2wf - w
0 

as a function of the norr;,;:;,li zed l'enzene 

concentratic,n, where wf and w
0 

are the mean frequencies of the 

\ 

fund~:~.:nenta1 and the first ove1·t0ne of tLe 1
2 

vibration respecti '<'ely. 
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4 8 
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SECTION III 
' * RAMAN STUDY OF PARA-AZOXYDIANISOLE AT THE PHASE TRANSITIONS 

Using Raman scattering technique, we have investigated the phase 

transitions of the nematic liq'Ll;id-crystalline substance p-azo:xydianisole 

(PJ\A) .. Although Raman spectra of this substance have p~eviously been 

l 2 
obtained, ' no systematic investigation of the temperature dependence of 

the Raman modes has been reported. Furthermore, to our knowledge, no 

investigation o~ the low-frequency Raman modes has ever been made. In 

this note, we would-like to report the results of our measurements of 

the temperature dependence of the Raman modes in two spectral regions: 

30-100 and 1225-1300 
-1 

em The intensities of these modes change 

significantly during the phase transitions. Our results indicate that 
,•, 

the Raman spectrum o~ PAA is affected mainly by short-range interaction 

between neighboring molecules, and that Raman scattering, in general, 

can be used to probe the change of short-range ordering during the phase 

transitions. 

The experimental setup was the same as that described by Landon 

3 . . 
and Porto,· with a 40mW He-Ne laser as the exciting source. The PAA 

sample was recrystallized three times for purity. ··For better temperature 

control, the sample cell was inserted in a copper block and then immersed, 

in an oil bath. The sample temperature was monitored constantly, and 

temperature ~luctuations were less than 0.035°C. 

-1 A spectral range of ±1900 em about the laser line was investigated. 

' -1 
There are around 30 strong Raman lines (of the same order as the 992 em 

line of pure benzene) in that·range. As the substance changes phases 

from solid to nematic and into isotropic liquid, some of the lines dis-

appear, butmost of them decrease in intensity and become broader. Three 

* Published in Phys. Rev. Letters 24, 718 (1970). 
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of the lines, however, show little change (<10%) i~ their integrated 

intensities. 
-1 In particular, the line at 1095 em also shows essentially 

no change in its linewidth. It was, therefore, chosen as the internal 

calibration line in our intensity measurements. Generally speaking, 

the spectra of the nematic phase resemble those of the isotropic liquid 

more than those of the solid. None of' the observed Raman lines show 

any detectable frequency shift in the phase transformation. For the 

high-frequency Raman modes, our spectra have general resemblance to those 

/ l ,2 
obtained by others but the detailed structure is quite, different, 

especially for nematic and liquid phases. The difference may be attri-

- ' 4 
buted to the better quality of our spectra. I 

Two spectral regions show more significant changes under phase 

transformation (see Fig. 1). The first region from 1225 to 1300 cm-l 

1 was first investigated by Freymann and Servant. They reported observing 

two lines at 1247 and 1276 cm-l in the solid and nematic phases and 

that the line at 1247 cm-l disappeared in the liquid phase. Our spec-

trum for solid PM in Fig. la, however, indicates that the composite 

spectrum of' this region can be decomposed into four symmetric lines 

at 1246 (±2), 1252, 1261, and 1276 cm-1 , with the respective intensity 

ratio of' 3.7:1:4.2:6.3. The strongest line is roughly 1/2 as strong 

-1 
as the 992 em line of' benzene. As the temperature increases through 

the solid-nematic transition, the three lines at lower frequencies 

decrease sharply in intensity and merge into a single broad 

peak. However, assuming that the lines are always symmetric, we 

can still decompose the spectrum into four lines at, approximate-

ly the same frequencies as before. In figure 2a, we 
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plotted the normalized integrated intensity of the 1246 cm-l (calibrated 

against the intensity of the 1095 cm-l line) as a function of temperature. 5 

It is seen that the curve has the characteristic quasidiscontinuity at 

the solid-nematic phase transition. However, no such discontinuity 

occurs at the nematic-isotropic transition. The integrated intensity 

of the 1276 cm-l line remains unchanged through the phase transitions, 

but the linewidth changes as shown in Fig. 2b. Again, the variation 

of the linewidth with temperature has a quasidiscontinui ty at the solid- .. 

nematic transition. 

-1 The low-frequency region from 30 to 100 em is also. of interest. 

The spectrum of solid PAA shows three Raman modes at 40 (±2), 52, and 

-1 .··. 
72 em located on the tail of the central scattering component, as 

shown in Fig. l. The intensity ratio is 1:1.4:2.4, respectively, the 

72 cm-:-1 mode being l/4 as intense as· the 1276 em -l mode. In transition 

-1 . 
from solid to the nematic phase, the 72 em mode vanished completely, 

. -1 
and the intensities of the modes at 40 and 52 em drop sharply with 

their intensity ratio becoming 4:1. The latter two modes also disappear 

suddenly at the nematic-to-liquid transition. ·While the intensities 

vary, the frequencies and the linewidths of the three modes remain un-

changed. Figure 3 shows the variation of the normalized integrated 

intensities of the three modes with temperature. Here again, the curves 

exhibit the characteristic discontinuities at the phase transitions. 

To explain our results qualitatively, we can use the simple model 

6 T suggested for PAA. ' In the solid phase, the molecules CH
3
o-(c

6
H4 ):-

·N2o-(c6H4)-CH3o are all aligned and fixed in'regular positions. Two 

neighboring molecules are half overlapped, with the benzene rings facing 
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6 
each other _and the CH

3
0 groups in close contact with the_ N20 groups. 

In the nematic phase, the long axes of the molecules are still essentially 

aligned, but the molecules are no longer rigidly fixed in position and 

they can rotate more or less freely about their oWn long axes. 7 The 

rotation of the benzene-ring groups is presumably 'less hindered because 

no permanent dipole moment is attached to the benzene ring. Finally, 

in the liquid phase, disordering in the molecular alignment sets in. 

1 As suggested by Freymann and Servant , the Raman lines around 

-1 1260 em_ should arise from the vibrational modes of the CH
3
o-(c

6
H4)-

N2o group. These modes are likely to be strongly affected by inter-

molecular interaction when neighboring molecules are overlapping in a 

manner described above for the solid phase. In the nematic phase, since 

the molecules can ~ove and can rotate about their long axes, the pro-

bability of finding two neighboring molecules with this particular 

relatiye position and orientation is smaller than that of the solid 

phase. Consequently, the intensities of ~hese modes drop sharply. That 

' the mode frequencies remain unchanged suggests that here only the optical 
( 

excited states are modified by the intermolecular interaction. The 

sudden increase in the linewidth of the -Raman modes at the. phase tran-

sition indicates the onset of roataional freedom the molecules acquire 

in going to the nematic phase. 

The same model can be used to explain the observation of the low

frequency modes. Unlike the soft lattice modes in ferroelectri_cs ,
8 

these modes do not change in frequency during the phase transition. 

They are most likely the intermolecular modes arising from interaction 
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should be affected primarily by short-range ordering. 
-1 

The 72 em mode 

may depend strongly, and the other~two less strongly, on the relative 

position and orientation of the neighboring molecules. As a result, 

-1 
the·4o and 52 em modes persist in the nematic phase although their 

intensities decrease. It is interesting to note from Fig. 3 and the 

modes with higher frequencies show more drastic changes at the solid-

nematic transition. This seems to suggesb that the modes with higher 

frequencies have deeper but narrower intermolecular potential wells. 

These intermolecular modes do not have sidebands due to rotation or 

libration of individual molecules. Consequently, little change in 

their linewidths should be expected at the phase transition. 

In an attempt to study the influence of magnetic field on ordering 

in PAA, we applied a field of 4.0 kOe on the sample and varied the 

\ 

temperature. The field is strong enough to induce macroscopic alignment 

and, hence, saturation.of the dielectric constant in PAA. 9 We have, 

however, seen no ef~ect of the field on the phase-transition temperatures 

of PAA. -1 
The Raman spectrum, after calibration against the 1095 em 

line, also showed no field dependence at any temperature. The field is 

apparently not strong enough to modif'y the short~range interaction 

between molecules. This is in agreement with the conclusion drawn by 

others that in nematic substances a magnetic field has effect only on 

a macroscopic scale but no~ on local individual molecules.
10 

We also observed in our experiment abrupt broadening of the central 

Rayleigh-wing component at both solid-to-nematic and nematic-to-liquid 

phase transitions .. This is clearly due to the onset of rotation and 

libration of the molecules at the phase'transitions. However, systematic 

investigation on this Rayleigh-wing scat~ering is yet to be performed. 
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We have shown here that Raman scattering can be used to probe phase 
,j' 

transitions and short-range ordering in liquid crystalline materials. 

Combination of Raman studies with other methods of investigation, such 

as NMR, .etc. may yield a better picture of intermolecular interaction 

in these materials. We are extending our study to the other members 

of the homologous series of the 4, 4'-bis (alkoxy) azoxybenzenes. Pre-
. I 

liminary results indicate that, in general, the temperature dependence 

of both the low-frequency and the high-frequency Raman modes conform 

with the results obtained from PAA. A full report of the investigation 

will be publishe~ elsewhere. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 Raman spectra of PM from 30 to 100 cm-l .and from l225to 1300 

-1 
em in the three phases a) solid phase at T, = 113. 9°C; b) nematic 

Fig. 2 

phase at T = 116.8°C; c) liquid phase at T = 134.8°C. The slit 
__./ 

width is 2 -1 em 

a) Normalized integrated intensity of the 1246 -1 em line as a 

function of temperature. b) Variation of the linewidth of the 

-1 
1276 em Raman mode with temperature. 

Fig. 3 Normalized integrated intensity of the low-frequency Raman modes' 

as a function of temperature. 
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SECTION IV 

BRILLOUIN SCATTERING FROM A CHOLESTERIC 
MEDIUM AT ITS LIQUID-TO-LIQUID CRYSTAL TRANSITION 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There have.been many investigations of the acoustic properties 

of substances in the phase transition region. Such diverse tra.nci-

tions as the liquid-vapor, order-disorder, supercoriducting, ferroelectric 

and ferromagnetic have been studied rather thoroughly over a wide range 

.· 1 
of frequencies. These studies have yielded a great deal of inf8rmation 

about the dynamical properties of these systems in the transition region. 

One would hope that similar investigations of the liquid crystal-liquid 

transition could be just as fruitful. However, so far, there have been 

' 2-6 only a few reports in existence on the subject. 

2 Hoyer and Nolle , using the standard ultrasonic technique have 

investigated the liquid crystal-liquid transition of p-azoxyanisole 

(?.A.A.) and cholesteryl benzoate in a frequency range of .5 to 6 MHz. 

They observed almost a two order of magpitude increase in the attenua-

tion and a 10% dip in the velocity of the sound waves at the transition. 

Hoyer and Nolle attributed these effects to structural relaxation7 

and were able to quantitatively interpret their results. Zvereva and 

Kapustin obtained similar results in the same frequency·range for 

p,p'-nonoxybenzaltoluidine, 3 cholesteryl caprate
4 

and cholesteryl 

caprinate. 5 

6 Durand and Rao have extended the investigation of the liquid 

crystal-liquid transition to hypersonic frequencies,(lO GHz) using 

the Brillouin :scattering technique. Their investigation of- cholesteryl 

2-(2 ethoxy ethoxy) ethyl carbonate (CEC) showed that the sound 

wave became highly damped (large broadening of the Brillouin line) in 

the transition region, and that its yelocity changed by approximately 
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s%. These effects appear similar to those observed at lower frequencies. 

However, since in this case, the liquid crystal had domain sizes compar-

able to the wavelength of the acoustic excitation, we suspect that 

these effects could be due to an increase of scattering loss induced 

by the small domains at the transition rather than structural relaxation. 

In order to minimize the scattering loss, we should therefore 

choose a sample with sufficiently large domains. In this paper, we 

would like to report on our Brillouin scattering measurements at the 

liquid crystal-liquid phase transition of a thin film sample which has 

domain sizes approximately one hundred times greater than the wave-

length of the hypersonic waves. Contrary to the results obtained by 

. 6 
Durandand Rao, we have found no anomalous behavior in the attenuation 

or in the velocity of the hypersonic wave at the transition. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Figure l shows our experimental set-up which is similar to 
. 8 

that of Durand and Pine's. A coherent Radiation Model 52 argon 

18:s.er with a lOO mW single-mode output at 514'5 A. was used as the light 

source. The laser beam was focused on the sample by a condensing lens 

1
1 

via a small reflecting mirror ( 4 x 3 mm). The sample was surrounded 

by a copper block which acted like a thermal reservoir and was tempera-

ture controlled to± .Ol°C. The back-scattered radiation from the 

sample was spectrally analyzed by a combined set of a Fabry-Perot and 

a double monochromator. It was collected by the lens 12' and focused 

on a 500 ll pinhole after· passing through an I
2 

absorption cell. 9 

The pinhole was located at the focus of the third lens 13. Then, the 

parallel rays from 1
3 

were incident on a piezeoelectrically scanned 

Fabry-Perot interferometer whose plates were A/100 flat and had a 97.8% 

reflectivity. The output from the Fabry-Perot was focused by the lens 

14 on th~ slit of a Spex double monochromator with a bandpass of 

;..1 
20 em · centered at 5145A. 

\ 

Detection was accomplish~d using the 

photon counting method in conjunction with a multichannel analyzer. 

In this experiment the Fabry-Perot was used in a multiscanning mode 

to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. A sawtooth voltage applied to 

the piezeoelectric disks periodically scanned the mirrors, in synchroni-

zation with the scan of the multichannel analyzer. A typical spectrum 

was taken in about 2 minutes and consisted of 20 scans. The integration -

time per channel was 0.4 seconds which yielded a signal to noise ratio 

of 20: l. The Fabry-Perot was alligned before each run and typic-ally had 

a finesse of 70 over its l. 85 em aperture. Afte.r 20 scans the effective 

finesse was degraded to approximately 60 which corresponded to a 
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resolution ,of 0.016 cm-l for the free spectral range of 0.960 cm-l 

used in our experiments. 

The major difficulty often encountered in Brillouin scattering 

experiments is in the dis·criminaticin against elastit scattering from 

the sample. For clean liquids and homogeneous crystals~ the elastic 

scattering is about 100 times stronger than inelastic scattering and 

hence the typical discrimination factor of 1000 of a Fabry-Perot 

interferometer is sufficient. However, in our case the elastic 

scattering from the liquid crystal was about seven orders of magnitude 

stronger than the inelastic scattering and detection of the Brillouin 

signal would have been impossible without much higher discrimination. 

Recently, Devlin et al.9 found that the argon laser frequency at 

. -1 
5145 A can be tuned to coincide with a strong, but narrow ( 0. 05 em ) 

/ absorption: line of I 2 vapor. One can therefore use an I 2 cell as a 

very effective filter for the elastically scattered light. Using 

such a cell at a temperature of 67°C we were able to attenuate the 

elastic scattering from our sample by five orders of magnitude. 

Unfortunately I 2 has other absorption lines nearby which may distort 

the Brillouin lines and make the spectral analysis more difficult. 

We shall discuss in detail how the observed Brillouin spectra were 

analyzed in the next section. 

The liquid crystal sample used in our experiments was a mixture 

of 34% cholesteryl nonanoate, 34%' cholesteryl oleyl·carbonate and 32% 

cholesteryl chloride (by weight). This mixture was in the cholesteric phase 

from 20°C to 56°C with corresponding pitch in the infrared varying 

from L4u to 2.8 u. With this mixture it was relatively easy to 
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make thin film samples 250 ~ thick which appeared homogeneous and trans-

parent to the naked eye. Under a polarizing microscope, we could 

however see domains of about 30 ~in size. The samples were prepared 
' 

by.pressing a few drops of the mixture ·between two glass slides. 

Ini tial1y, the sample was hazy, but it became transparent after a 

few days. The chemicals were obtained from Eastman Kodak and were 

used without further purification. 
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III.RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS 

In a liquid medium, the spectrum of Brillouin scattering has two 

components10 ·shifted on either side of the exciting frequency w
0 

by the 

f f th hy . . t t. 11 requency o , e personlc excl a lOn 

n = (2w nv/c) sin(6/2) 
0 

where v is the acoustic velocity, n·is the refractive index, c is the 

light velocity in vacuum, and e is the angle between the directions of 

(1) 

incident and scattered radiation. In obtaining Eq. (1), we have assumed 

that each wave propagating in the medium is characterized by a single 

wave vector. This is not quite true in cholesteric liquid crystals. 

There, even for waves propagating along the helical axis, each eigenmode 

is a linear combination of waves with wave vectors k and k + 4n/p where 

12 p is the helical pitch of the liquid crystal. However, if the wave-

lengths involved are far from the periodicity p/2, then the component 

with the wave vector k + 4n/p in each eigenmode has a negligibly small 

amplitude. 12 In that limit, Eq. (1) is a very good approximation. This 

is the case for our experiments. 

We chose to investigate Brillouin scattering in the backward 

direction (e =n), corresponding to an acoustic excitation with a 

frequency of approximately 10 GHz. By varying e, we can also study. 

the characteristics of the acoustic excitations at lower frequencies. 

We have !lOt yet carried out such an experiment completely. 

In Fig. 2 we show a typical Brillouin spectrum of the liquid 

crystal taken' at room temperature. The Stokes component is distorted 

by the r2 absorptions, but the anti-Stokes component, on the other 

hand, is in a flat region of the absorption spectrum and is undistorted. 
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As the temperature increases, the distortion of the Stokes component 

becomes greater while distortion of the anti-Stokes component remains 

small. We therefore chose to analyze only the anti-Stokes component 

and were able to determine its frequency to ± 1% and its linewidth to 

± 10%. 

We have measured the temperature dependence of the Brillouin 

shift, Q, and the Brillouin linewidth, r, in the cholesteric liquid 

crystalline phase and through the liquid crystal-liquid phase transi-

-1 6 -1 tion. Typical values for Q and r are .375 em ~ and .0 em The 

corresponding value for the acoustic velocity v deduced from Eq. (1) 

is 1.9 x 105 em/sec. As the temperature of the liquid crystal 

increased from 20°C and through the phase transition in steps of O.l 0 G. 

Q gradually decreased (see Fig. 3) and r remained constant within the 

experimental error. ·Contrary to the results of the ultrasonic 

2-5 6 measurements and those of Durand and Rao, no anomalous change 

in either v or r was observed in the transition region (see Figs. 3 

and 4). 

In order to determine the frequency shift and the linewidth of 

the Brillouin mode accurately, it was necessary to. take into account 

the effects of the r 2 absorption cell which we used to eliminate· the 

elastic scattering. Let G(w) be the true Brillouin· spectrum and 

T(w) is the transmissivity of the r2 cell. Then, the observed 

Brillouin spectrum SB(w) is given by 

= f IB(w -w ) T(w ) G(w ) dw 
0 0 0 0 

(2) 

. . 
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where IB (w) is the instrumental function of the Fabry-Perot spectrometer set

up, and was obtainedin our experiment by using a single-mode laser 

beam as the incoming source. 

We are interested in knowing G(w). To find G(w), we must first 

obtain the transmissivity T(w) of the I
2 

cell. This was done by 

measuring the transmission of the I
2 

cell with broadband radiation 

shining on the Fabry-Perot-spectrometer setup. The spectrometer 

limited the radiation to a band narrower than the free spectral 

range of the Fabry-Perot. If IT(w) is the instrumental linewidth in 

this measurement, the measured transmissivity ST(w) is related to 

the true transmissivity T(w) by the eq_uation 

00 

ST(w) = J IT(w -w
0

) T(w
0

) dw
0

• · 
_oo 

Then, through deconvolution of Eqs. (2) and (3), we can find T(w) and 

G(w). 

The standard techniq_ue of deconvolution is to substitute a known 

functional form for the spectral function and vary the parameters in 

the function until the integral gives a spectrum which fits well with 

the measured spectrum. In our case, this would be quite difficult 

since T(w) does not have a known functional form. Here, we used the 

Fourier .transform techniq_ue to deconvolve our spectra. It is well 

known that the Fourier transform of a convolution integral 
00 

J A(X -X ). 13(X ) dX is the product of the Fourier transforms of 
-00 o. 0 0 . 

A(X) and B(X). 13 Therefore, byFourier;_transforming Eq_s. (2) and (3), 

we can find the Fourier transforms of G(w)T(w) and T(w), if the 
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Fourier transforms· of the instrumental functions .are known. Then, the 

inverse Fourier transforms enable us to determine the spectral functions 

G(w) and T(w) separately. 

In our analysis, the instrumental functions were approximated by 

Airy functions. The fast Fourier transform technique was used to carry 

out the Fourier transformations on a 6600 Control Data computer. (See 

Appendix III for details. ) In order to reduce random fluctuations in 

the spectra, an observed spectrum w~s first approximated by the best 

polynomial fit (typically a 20th-order polynomial) and theh used in the 

analysis. Since the sharp structure of the.I2 absorption spectrum 

coincides with the Brillouin-Stokes frequency, the accuracy of our 

analysis for the Stokes component was much worse than that for the anti

Stokes component. We therefore chose to analyze only,the anti-Stokes 

component. We were able to determine its peak position to ± 1% and 

its linewidth to ± 10%. 

.> 
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IV. DISCUSSION . 

Except for th.e gradu8.1 decrease in n or v with increasing 

temperature which is presumably due to thermal expansion~ our results 

are quite different from those obtained in the Brillouin measurements 

6 2 
of Durand and Rao or the ultrasonic studies of Hoyer and Nolle, and 

. 3-5 Zverera and Kapustin. . All these workers observed intense acoustic 

attenuation as well as changes in the velocity of the sound wave in 

the transition region. 

We believe that the difference between our result.s and those of 

6 DuraQd and Rao can be explained by the difference in the domain sizes 

of the samples in the two cases. We realize that scattering of acoustic 

waves by domain walls increases the damping constant of the acoustic 

waves. If the domairi size is much larger than the mean free path or 

the attenuation ,length .Q.,Cl of the acoustic waves, then most of the 

acoustic waves excited in a domain decay away before hitting the 

domain walls, ~.md hence the effect of the domain walls can be neglected. 

If the domain size is comparable with R.,a.~ then the effective damping 

constant increases as the domain size decreases. We have observed 

that at the liquid-crystal-to-liquid transition, the domain size of 

li<1uid crystals changes rapidly. It decreases by a ,factor larger than 

2 in a pre-transitional region of about 3°C and then within O.l°C of the 

transition, suddenly disappears. This behavior is similar to that of the 

. 14 
order parameter. In our case, the domain size in the liquid crystal. 

' phase was about '30 ).lm, and the attenuation length obtained from 

.R. = v /f was about 0. 2 J.lm. Therefore~ it is clear that we should not a -

expect to observe any change in the acoustic damping constant due to 

scattering by domain walls in the pre-transition region. Since in our 
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experiment, the temperature was raisedin steps of O.l°C, we were also 

·.unable to :resolve anY: change which 

transition. In the case of Durand 

happened within 0.1°C of the 

6 and Rao, the domain size of their 

sample was about 0.2 ~. which was comparable to ~ . Then, in the 
a 

pre-transition region, the acoustic damping constant should increase as, 

the domain size decreased. Finally, after the transition, the domains 

disappeared in the liquid phase, and the acoustic damping returned to 

6 its normal value. This explains why Durand and Rao observed the 

anomalous.increase of acoustic damping and the corresponding disper-

sian of acoustic velocity at the transition.-

The difference between our results and those of the ultrasonic 

studies2- 5 can be explained by the difference in the acoustic frequencies 

in the two cases. The ultrasonic studies have been carried out in the 

frequency range of 0.5 to 15 MHZ. They typically smow almost a two 

order-of-magnitude increase in the ultrasonic attenuation in the.· transi-

tion region. Away from the transition the results of Hoyer and Nolle 

fit the classical absorption coefficient15 which has an ti frequency 

dependence. However, in the transition region the acoustic attenuation 

appears to have a frequency dependence of w2/(l+w2
T

2 ) 16 which is 

characteristic of a relaxational process with T being the relaxation 

time. Hoyer and Nolle suggested that this attenuation was. due to 

structural relaxation7 and using Frenkel's hetrophase fluctuation theory,17 

were able to explain their results fairly well .. 

The model of structural relaxation is based on the supposition that 

an increase of pressure can convert a fluid to a more compact local 

molecular arrangement (la;~g-erorder parameter) which has a smaller specific 

·, 
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volume. This induced change is more pronounced at the phase transition 

since the pressure affects the equilibrium between the two phases. How-

ever, the re.sponse of this structural change to the pressure cannot be 

instantaneous, but has a finite relaxation timeT. Therefore, as a sound 

wave propagates in the medium, the induced change in the order parameter 

or in the volume lags in phase behind the pressure wave, and consequently, 

causes attenuation of the sound wave. The acoustic attenuation constant 

l; (= f/v) due to structural relaxation can be written as7 ' 2 

= 

v2 (w) 

1 
2 

2. po 
v- v 

00 0 

. 2 2 vv 
0 00 

2 2 
1 + w T 

(4a) 

(4b) 

Her,e v
00 

is the sound velocity at very high frequencies and has no con

tribution from structural relaxation since the structure or volume change 

can not respond to a high-frequency pressure wave. v is the sound 
0 

velocity at very low frequencies and its value depends on how the struc-

ture responds to the pressure wave. Since v is not very different 
0 

fromv
00

, the frequency dependence of v(w) is weak and hence l;/w2 is 

. 2 2 . 
proportional to T/(l+w T ) approximately. As the medium approaches the 

liquid crystal-to-liquid transition, the decrease of v with temperature 
0 

due to structural relaxation becomes large. This leads to the large 

acoustic attenuation !3-nii the corresponding dip in the velocity v(w) at 

18 the transition as Hoyer and Nolle have observed. From their results, 

-8 they found T = 3,5x10. sec at the transition .. 
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In our case, the hypersonic wave probed by the Brillouin scattering 

was at about 10 GHz. 
2 .. 

At such a high frequency, t;!w shoUld nearly vanish 

since we do not expect the structural-relaxation time,to vary much with 

frequency. Then, the classical acoustic attenuation, which is propor- , 

tional to cl, should dominate. This was indeed the case. Using Eq. 

2 (4) with values of v v and T given by Hoyer and Nolle, we found that . o' oo' 

in our case the linewidth of the Brillouin mode due to structural re-, 

laxation should be about 3x1o-5 em -l., and the change of acoustic velocity 

at the transition is less than one part in 105. These effects are of 

course too small to be observed in the Brillouin scattering measurements. 

. ~ 
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CONCLUSIONS 

We have used Brillouin scattering to study the hypersonic properties 

of a cholesteric mixture in the liquid crystal-liquid phase transition 

region. Contrary to the results of similar measurements by Durand and 

Rao6 and the results of the ultrasonic studies, 2- 5 we have found no 

anomalous change in either the velocity or the attenuation of the 

hypersonic waves at the transition. We realize that in the case of 

Durand and Rao, the anomalous change is due to acoustic scattering 

by the small domains in their sample, and in the case of the ultrasonic 

studies, it is due to structural relaxation. Neither of these mechanisms 

has any appreciable effect in our case. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

F'ig. 1 .. Schematic of experimental setup. S-sample; 11 , 1
2

, 1
3

, 14 -

lenses with respective focal lengths of 8, 8, 31, and 15 em; 

M - small mirror; 12 - iodine absorption cell; P - 500u pinhole; 

FP - Fabry-Perot interferometer; SPEC- SPEX Double monochrometer; 
. . . 

PM - EM1 9558 photomultiplier, PCE - Standard photon counting 

electrons; MCA- multichannel analyzer; SCAN- saWtooth generator 

for s~anning the Fabry-Perot. 

Fig. 2. A typical Brillouin spectrum of the cholesteric mixture of 

34% cholesteryl nonanoate, 34% cholesteryl oleyl carbonate and 

32% cholesteryl chloride taken at 20°C. The Stokes component 

is somewhat distorted by the I 2 absorptions but the anti-Stokes 

coil11;>onent is almost undistorted. The structure in the background 

is due to 12 absorption lines. 

Fig. 3. Brillouin frequency shift of the cholesteric mixture of 34% 

cholesteryl nonanoate, 34% cholesteryl oleyl carbonate and 32% 

cholesteryl chloride as a function of temperature in the liquid 

crystal phase and through the liquid crystal-to-liquid phase 

transition. The insert shows the Brillouin frequency snift in 

the transition region. 

Fig. 4. Br..illouin linewidth of the cholesteric. mixture of 34% 

cholesteryl nonanoate, 34%"cholesteryl oleyl carbonate and.32% 

cholesteryl chloride as a function of temperature in the liquid 

crystal-to-liquid transition region. 
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APPENDIX I 

Statistical Theory Complexes in Solution 

j 
ABSTRACT 

A statistical theory of complexes in solution is presented. It 

takes into account the statistical distribution of all attainable 

complex configurations and the effect of inert solverit molecules in 

a solution. _The formalism should be generally applicable to problems 

involving physical and chemical reaction in solution. 
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\ 
I. INTRODUCTION 

When different molecular speci.es are brought in contact with each 

other, molecuiar complexes may appear as a result of intermolecular 

interaction. This.often happens in the process of physical or chemical 

reaction of the species. The subject of mole~ular complexes in solution 

has always been of great interest to many research workers. In particu-

lar, charge-transfer complexes in solution have been the subject of 

active research in recent years. 1 

While experimental reports on the subject of complexes in solution 

have been numerous, no satisfactory theory has yet been developed.'' The 

usual apprpach is to assume reaction equilibrium for complex formation, 

and then use the mass-action law to find the concentrations of complex 

and uncomplexed molecules. There are two obvious shortcomings of this 

approach. First, one usually assumes that only a few definite complex 

configurations exist in a solution. For each complex configuration, 

there is a.corresponding reaction rate equation. However, it is conceivable 

that in a general case, many attainable complex configurations could 

appear with comparable probabilities. This happens particularly with 

weak complexes. Only in special cases, where the interaction energy is much 

stronger for a few complex configurations than for the others, can we 

consider it as a good approximation to assume the existence of only 

these few complex configurations. Second, one usually assumes that the 

equilibrium constant in the mass-action law is a constant independent 

of the molecular concentrations, but this is true only in the ~ase of 
') 

i dl!Ul gaucs.' Furthermore, one unually neglects, in the above .approach, 

the effect of inert molecules present in the solution in order to simplify 

• 

• 
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the calcuiations. 

From what we have discussed here, it is clear that th~ usual 

equilibrium approach is certainly unsatisfactory for describing weak 

complexes in solution, although it might be sufficient for describing 

strong complexes in some cases; A correct· theory mu.st take into account 

the statistical distribution of all attainable complex.configurations 3 

and the effect of inert molecules if present. It is the purpose of this 

paper to construct such a statistical theory, and to show that in the 

ideal limiting case our results agree with those obtained from the 

equilibrium approach. We present the general formalism in Sec. II. We 

then apply the formalism to the special cases of 1:1 complexes in solution 

and 1:1 and 1:2 complexes in solution respectively in Sees. III and 

IV. The theory is used to inte:r:pret the experimental' results of Raman 

scattering from iodine complexes in solutions in the following paper. 

II . GENERAL FORMALISM 

Consider a solution composed of a small amount of "A" molecules 

dissolved in a solvent mixture of molecular species "B" and "C". In 

general, all the three molecular species can interact with one another, 

and our formalism developed in the following can account for this. 

However., in order to restrict our discussion to molecular complexes, 

we assume that only"A" molecules interact with "B" molecules to form 

complexes, with "C" molecules present as inert molecules interacting 

only weakly with both "B" and "C" molecules. For charge-transfer 

complexes in solution, we may havE: "A" molecules acting as acceptors, 

"B" as donors, and "C" as inert solvent molecules. 

Thus, in a solution, each "A" molecule may interact with zero, one, 
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or more "B" molecules depending on the relative positions and orientations 
. . 4 

of the "A" molecule with the surrounding "B" molecules. The strength 

of interaction between an "A" molecule and a "B" molecule should also 

be a function of the relative position and orientation of the two 

molecules. The inert "C" molecules, altho'ugh ineffective in interacting 

with other molecules, may still affect the interaction of "A'" and "B" 

molecules by shielding one from the other. This is particularly true 

for solutions of weak complexes, where around an "A" molecule, no 

specific configuration of "B" and ''C" molecules dominates. Our formalism 

must therefore take into account all possible configurations around an 

"A" molecule with proper statistical average. 

Let us imagine that at any instant the region around an "A" molecule 

can be divided into cells of equal volumes. Each cell is normally 

-
filled with zero or one molecule. The probability of a cell being 

occupied by more than one molecule can be neglected. Let V be some 
0 

volume which covers the entire effective interaction volume around the 

"A" molecule and contains an integer number of cells of volume V . Then, 
c 

the n "B" molecules within V at r 1· , ---, .r with respect to the "A" 
· o - -n 

molecule could interact with the "A" molecule and the m "C" molecules 

at R1 ---R within V could affect the interaction between the "A" 
- -m o 

molecule and the "B" molecules. (Here, the notations r and R are generalized - -
to indicate not only the positions but also the relative orientations 

fo "B" and "C" molecules with respect to the "A" molecule.) If X 

represents a certain physical property of the "A" molecule, e.g., the 

oscillator strength of a certain uv absorption band, then since the "A" 

molecule is under the influence of both the "B" and "C" molecules, the 

\ 

• 
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quantity X should be a·function of the positions and orientations 

of "B" and "c" molecules in V o' 

' 

r ; R , ---R ). 
-n -1 m 

(1) 

The corresponding observed quantity should, however, be given by the 

statistical average over all possible configurations of "B" and "C'' 

molecules in V , 
0 

(X ) = l 
. n,m 

r · · R ---R ) x 
-n' -1 -m 

x p(n,m) (r -L-r · R ---R ) dr ---dR (2) 
-1 -n' -1 -m -1 m 

· (n m)( 
where p ' .. ~l ---r ; R ---R ) is the probability distribution function 

- n -1 -m 

for then "B" molecules at ~l --""'~n' and m "C" molecules at ~l' --- ~m' 

and we have the normalization condition 

I fv p(n,m) dr ---dr dR ---dR = 1. 
-1 -n -1 m n,m o 

From statistical mechanics, the probability distribution function 

(N,M)( ) "B" 11 11 • p r_
1 

---r · R ---R . for N molecules and M C molecules 1n the 
. N' -1 -:...N 

5 entire solution is given by 

---r . N' 

= (1 /N!MI Q __ ,MJ exp(-84>(N,~)(r_·1 --- r · R --- R.)] 
"N · -N ' -1 :..N 

where B = 1/kT 

~ ,M = (l /NIM} f V exp[ ·B~(N ,M)) d[l ---d~d~l --- d~ 

{3) 
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and ~(N,M)(r --- r ; R ---R ) is the potential function for the particular 
· ~1 -N -1 ~M 

distribution of "B" molecules at : 1 --- :N and M "C'~ molecules at ~l ~-- ~M' 

Th 1 . t . d. t. f ( N ,M) . 1 t . f 1 V . e norma 1za 10n con 1 1on or p · 1n a so u 1on o vo ume 1s 

f p(N,M)dr --- dr dR --- dR __ = 1. 
V -1 ~N -1 ~ 

· ( n ,m) ( N M) 5 
Then, the function p . can be derived from p ' ' as 

p(n,m)(r ---r ; R ---R ) = [1 /(N-n)! (M-m)! n! m!) 
-1 -n -1 -m 

x fv-v 
0 

(N ,l-1) 
p dr ---dr dR ---dR_. -n+l -N -m+l :..M 

(4) 

( 5) 

As a simplifying assumption, we neglect the correlation between the 

system of molecules inside V and the system of molecules outside V • 
0 0 

Then, the potential ~(N,M) can be written as 

~(N,M) = U(n,m)(r ---r ; R ---R ) + ~,(n,m)(r ---r ; R ~--R ) (6) 
-1 -n -1 -m · -n+l -N -m+l -M 

(n,m)( ·. 
where U r ---r ; R

1
---R ) is the interaction potential for the particu-

-1 -n - -m 

lar distribution of n "B" molecules at :
1

,---,:n and m "C" molecules at 

R R · · V and "' ' ( n ,m) 1· s the · · .t f. "' ( N ,M) d d · 
1

,---, 1n , .., rema1n1ng par o .., . epen 1ng 
- -m .o 

only on coordinates of molecules outside the volume V • We then have, 
0 

from Eq • ( 5 ) , 

x fv-v 
0 

exp[-S~,(n,m)]dr ---dr dR ---dR 
-n+l -N -m+l -M 

where ~M can also be written in the form 

(7) 

• • 

• 
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~ = (1/N!M~ I [1
/(N-n)l (M-m)! nl m!] 

~ n,m . 

x fv 
0 

exp[-6U(n,m)]dr·---dr dR --:....dR 
-1 -n -1 -m 

x fv-v exp [ -64>' ( n ,m) ] dr ---dr dR . --~dR . 
· -n+l -N -m+l -M 

( 8) 
0 

With Eqs. (7) and (8), 'We can now obtain from Eq. (2) an expression 

for the observed quantity ( X ) . (n m) 
1n terms of X ' and interaction 

potentials. For a specified V , the maximum value of (n+m) is given 
0 

by (V /V ) • The expression for (X ) can be greatly simplified if 
0 c 

(n+m) is a small number. In liquid solutions which are nearly max 

incompressible, we can assume that each cell is occupied by one and 

only one molecule; the probability of being otherwise should be 

negligible. Then, for a specific V , the number (n+m) is always equal 
" 0 

to (V /V ) • 
0 c 

In the follo"W"ing sections, we consider the special cases 

of (n+m) being 1 and 2. They appear as good approximation to many max ~ 

physical cases one encounters in practice. 

III. ONE-TO-ONE COMPLEXES IN SOLUTION 

Let us first consider'the special case where the volume V is of 
0 

one cell volume V (or (n+m) =1). Each "A" molecule can interact c max 

with at most one "B" molecule. This is the case for 1:1 complexes 

in solution. Note, however, that our picture is quite different from 

the USUal picture of 1:1 COiilplexes(q'ften assumed in the literature. ,., . 
'.H 

. ',·i\ 

Here, the 1:1 complexes have no,,definite configuration in general. Tl:le 

ma\.Y relative position and orientation of the two molecules in a complex 
I 

' " ·)· " 

vary. Only in the limiting case:, would a particular complex configuration 

dominate. 
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From Eq. (7), we find 

(9) 

where 

Z = c
1 

+ Nfv exp[-BU(l,O)) d: + c
2
Mfv, exp[-BU(O,l))d~ 

0 0 

To find c
1 

and c
2

, we notice that in the absence of the "A" moiecule, we would 

(10) (01) . . 1 J (10) 
expect U ' <:) s::::~ U ' (~) = 64> and we should have ( /V

0
) V p ' d: 

= pB = N/V and (1 /V
0

) fv p{O,l)d~ = p c= M/V. Using Eq. ( 9) ~ogether 
0 

with these conditions, we find readily 

where 

C = V(l-p V -p V ) exp·[ -a< f::.q; ) l 
1 B o c o 

c = 1 
2 

exp( -B < l.lq; > ] 

We therefore· obtain, from Eqs • (2) and ( 9) 

< x> = {pBfv x{l,O) exp[-B(U(l,O)- <t::.q; >)Jd:; 
0 

(10) 

• 
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+ P f X(O,l) exp[-B(U(O,l)- (ll¢ >))dR.} 
c v ' -

0 

X 
1
/{(1- p V - p V ).+ 

B o Co 

+ p fv exp[-B(U(l,O) - < t..4J) )]dr + .Pcfv exp[_-S(U(O;l) - < li4J) )]d~} 
B o - o 

(11) 

In the case of liquid solution of constant volume V, there exists 

the relation (PB/pBo) +. (PC/pCb) = 1, with plb a~d p
00 

being the 

densities of pure donor and pure inert solvents respectively. J:f ve 

recall that the liquid is nearly incompressible, then we expect that 

in the cell model every cell in the liquid should be occupied, and hence 

l - (pB + p0 )V
0 
~ 0 in Eq. (11). Physically, we are often interested 

in the variation of the quantity 

( liX ) = ( X ) - ( X ) ' c (12) 

as a function of pB, where < x
0 

> is the value of ( X) in the case of 

pure inert solvent (pB = 0). In the present case, we have 

< XC ) = ( X( 0,1) ) = f V 
0 

X(O,l) exp[-SU(O,l}]dR// exp(-SU(O,l})dR_ 
- v 0 

and hence from Eq. (11), we can write 

· P f v [ X ( 
1 

' 0 ) - < X > ] exp [ - BU ( 1 
' 
0 

) ] dr 
B 

0 
C 

I ' 

becomes equal to K 
r eq 

(13} 

(14}' 

The usual equilibrium constant, Kea' is obtained from the mass-action 
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Inversion of the above equation leads to the form 

where 

' 

1/( b.X ~., = {1/l:.Xo) +. {1/Kb.Xo PBo){PBo/pB) 

6X
0

- fv (X{l,O) ~ (XC>) exp[:-SU(l,O)Jd: 
0 

'. 

{exp[-SU(l,O)) - (PCo/pB
0

) exp[-8U(O,l)]}d: 

K = fv {exp[-SU{l,O)]- {Pco/pBo) exp[-SU{O,l)]}d: 
0 

{0 1) 
exp[ -SU ' ]d:. 

{15) " 

Equation (15) is in the form of the Benesi-Hildebrand equation.6 

The quantities ( b.X > , 6X , and K in Eq. (15) corresponds respectively 
0 

to the observed uv extinction coefficient ( £ ) , the uv extinction 

coefflcient for complexes E:c, and the equilibrium constant K in eq 

their equation. However, the physical meanings of l:.X and K in our 
. 0 

case are rather different from those of E:C and K • The Benesi-Hildebrand . eq 

equation was originally derived using the mass-action law for 1:1 

stable complexes and neglecting the effect of inert molecules. Here, 

from our more general model, l:.X corresponds to some kind of average 
0 

-

uv .extinction coefficient for complexes over the. interaction volume, 

with the effect of inert molecules taken into account. The quantity'K 

also depends on the presence of inert molecules, and is clearly different 

from K eq We can, however, show that in the idea~ limiting case, K 

becomes equal to K eq 

The usual equilibrium constant, K is obtained from the mass-action eq' 
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la.w, a.sswning absf~nce of inert molecules ( Pc = 0), 

for the case where the density of "B" molecules, pB, is much larger than 

the density of "A" molecules, pA. The density of complex molecules is 

pK. From our picture, a 1:1 complex is defined as an "A" molecule with 

its interaction volume VI filled by a "B" molecule. Then the complex 

concentration can be written as 

(17) 

With the help of Eqs. (9) a.nd (10) (with Pc = 0), we can now find from 

Eqs. (17) and (16) 

PAPB fv I exp[ -B(U(l ,o) - CM> > ) ]d: 

PK = (1 - pBV
0

) + fv. exp[-S(U(l,O) - ( M> >)Jd: 
0 

(18) 

On the otherr hand, if we let pc= 0 in Eq. (ll), we still have Eq. (15), but 

with 

/).X 
0 

= 

fv /).X(l,O) exp[-B(U(l,O) - < !).4' > ))dr 
0 

fv {exp[-S(U(l,O) - < M> >)] - l}dr 
0 

K = fv {exp[-S(U(l,O) - < !).4') )) - l}d:. 
0 

From Eqs. (18) and (19), we find 

(19) 

(20) 

,, 
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we then recognize that in the limit VI.-+- 0, the equilibrium constant K eq 

reduces to K. This is just the limit of ideal gases. For non-ideal gases, 

VI :P. 0, the mass action law leads to an equilibrium constant which depends 

on pB as shown in Eq. (20). 

In gas mixtures, we .can also have Pc = constant, but vary pB. For 

this case, Eq. ( 15) still holds if we define ( XC ) = ( X ) The 
PB'=O 

expression for !J.X and K would, of course, change accordingly. 
0 

IV. ONE-TO-ONE AND ONE~TO-TWO COMPLEXES IN SOLUTION 

We now apply our formalism to the case where each "A" moiecule 

can interact with two molecules. We consider here only complexes in 

liquid solution. With n+m=2 in Eq. (7) and (8). An "A" molecule can 

interact with zero (n=O), one (n=l), or two (n=2) "B" molecules. The 

n=l and n=2 cases correspond to 1:1 and 1:2 complexes respectively, but 

again the complexes here do not have definite configurations in general. 

With two molecules in V
0

, Eqs. (7) and (8) yield 

p( 2 ,0)=[N(N-l)/2Z ]exp[-SU{ 2 ,0)Jf · exp[-'S4>'~ 2 • 0)]dr ---d~ dR -,.--dR_. 
2 V-V · -3 -N -1 ::.:.M . 0 

p(l,l)=[NM/Z ]exp[-SU{l,l)Jf exp[-S<Il'(l,l)]dr ---dr dR ---dR. 
2 V-V -2 -N -2 :...M 

0 

p(0, 2 )=[M{M-l)/2Z )exp[-,SU(0, 2 )Jf ·exp[-134l'(0, 2 ))dr ---dr dR ---dR. 
2 · V-V -1 -N -3 :...M 

0 

(21) . 
.... 

. where 

Again, we are often interested in the quantity 

I • 

• 

, 
. . 
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( /JX ) = (X ) - ( XC ) 

<X > = < x<o,2) > = fv x(0,2) exp[-BU(0,2)]d~~' 
c 0 

(22) 

vte can obtain from Eq. ( 2 ), after some straightforward manipulation, 

2 - 2 
1/( l:lX) = [1 + a (PB/pBo) + b(PB/pBo) ]/[c(PB/pBo) +d {PB/pBo) ] 

(23) 

where 

a= 2fvJ(PBo/Pc
0
lexp[-a(o(1 •1 )- < o< 0 •2 ) ) )] _ 1 

b = fvoi(PBo/pco)2exp[-B{U(2,0)- <u(0,2) > )] 

-2(PBo/pc
0

) exp[-B{U(l,l)- <u(0, 2 ) > )] + 1 

c • 2! v J ( PBo/Pc
0
[X ( 

1
•
1

) - < xc > 1 exp[ -a(o<1
•
1 l - < o< 0

•
2 l ) )]~d~~~ • 

d = fv i(PBo/p )2[X{2,0}_ (X_>.] exp[-B(U{2,0) - (U(0,2)) )] 
0 1 Co . C 

-2(PBo/p )[x(l,l)- <X)] exp[-B{U(l,l)- <u(0,2 ) > )]~drdr' 
Co C J __ 

(24) 
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with ( u( 0 ~ 2 ) defined by the relation 

exp[..,.S<U(0, 2 ) > ] = (1/V
0

)
2 fv exp[-SU(0, 2 )Jd:d:'· 

0 

We recall that in the present case, V contains two cells. It may 
0 

happen that the "B" molecule in the second cell is shielded from 

interaction with the "A" molecule by,either "B" or "C" molecule in the 

first cell. One would expect that if the shielding is strong, then the 

"B" molecule in the second cell cannot interact effectively with the "A" 

molecule, and our Eq. ( 23) should approach th.e Benesi-Hildebrand form 

of Eq. (15). In the lim:lt where the shielding is perfect, Eq. (23) 

should reduce to Eq. ( 15). This can be 
. . (2 0) (1 O) 

seen by lett1ng U ' ~ U ' , 

0 (o,2) + 0 (o,I), x(2,o) ~ x(I,o) in Eq. ( 24)' and u(l,l)~ u(l,O), 

X(l,l) ~ X(l,O) if the "B" molecule is in the first cell. 

Iil the other limit, we assume no shielding, so that x( 2 ,o) =2X(l,l) 

and u( 2 ,0) = 2U(l,l) . 7 · We also assume that the interaction potential 

between."A" and "B" is much larger than "A" and "C" 

(u( 2 ,0) >> U(l ,l) >> U(0, 2 )) .- This is equivalent to neglecting the 

effect of inert molecules. By keeping only the leading terms in the 

expressions in Eq. (24), we can again show that Eq. (23) reduces to 

the Benesi-Hildebrand form of Eq. ( 15). Physically, these assumptions 

mean that the two molecules in the two cells are uncorrelated. 

If we plot 
1

/<!J.X) vs PBo/pB' then Eq. (;l5) yields a straight 

line, but Eq. (23) gives a curve with definite curvature. However, 

l ,: 
in practice, experimental errors of /(6X) at small pB are often 

large, s6 that ~ith the least-square fit, _the discrimination between 

1•:,,. (I'•) aud l·:q. (;•n is uit'f'icult, u~lcss the curvature of Eq. (23) 

, 
.. 
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is large. This happens, for example, when a and c in Eq. (23) are 

sufficiently small. 

8 Recently, Deranleau has derived an equation similar to our Eq. (23) 

for charge-transfer complexes in solution using the usual equilibrium 

approach. He assumes that an acceptor can interact with one or 

two different sites. He then sets up three rate ~quations for the 

formation of the three possible complex configurations. This enables 

him to calculate the average uv extinction coefficient as a function 

of donor concentration. His approach, however, has not taken into 

account the statistical distribution of complex configurations and 

the effect of inert solvent molecules. 

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The main assumption in our derivation is that the molecules 

within the volume V around an "A" molecule are uncorrelated with 
0 

molecules outside the volume. We believe that this is a reasonable 

approximation in most cases. The approximation would, of course, be 

better if the volume V contains more molecules. 
0 

We have derived from our general formalism the results of two 

special cases where an "A" molecule can interact with at most one and 

two "B" molecules respectively. We can, of course, extend the calcu-

lations to the more general case where an "A" molecule can interact with 

at most p "B" molecules. The general expression for 1 /<!':.X ) with p 

th I 

molecules in V should be a quotient with p -order polynomials of 
0 

(PB/pB
0

) in•both the numerator and the denominator. 

What we should emphasize in our statistical theory is that we 

have taken into account both the statistical distribution of complex 
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configurations and the effec~ of inert solvent molecules. While our 

equations for 1 /< 6.X) vs PB0 /pB appear to be tht;: same as, or close to 

those of others, the physical pictures are quite different. Thus, for 

example, if the spectrum for a complex depends on the complex configura

tion, then by assuming only one complex configuration, we should find 

for complexes in solution two spectra, one for unassociated molecules 

and one for complexes. However, if there is a distribution of complex 

configurations, then we should find a group of spectra, one for each 

complex configuration, superimposed on one another according to the 

statistical distribution of complex configurations. A practical example 

is given in Sec. I, where we apply our theory to Raman scattering from 

iodine complexes in solutions. 
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.APPENDIX II 

Photon Counting Electron1cs 

In this appendix I will give a. detailed description of the photon 

connting electronics1 used in rrry experiments. The current pulses 

produced by the photon pulses from an EMI 9558A photomultiplier
2

'
3 

cooled to dry ice temperatures were sent to amplifier which had an 

input impedance of.50 Q. The negative voltage pulse developed across 

this impedance ranged between -1 mv t:0 -30 mv and was approximately 

25 nanasec wide. The positive output of this amplifier ranged in volt

age from 100 mV to 3V and had the same·width as the imput pulse. This 

output pulse was passed through an inverter (transformer) and then into 

a constant delay discriminator. The discriminator produced a constant 

negative output pulse which was -0.5 V high and 25 NS wide whenever the 

imput pulse was above a preset threshold. The threshold was chosen to 

optimize signal'to noise (i.e. the dark current and amplifier noise had 

a different pulse height distribution than the signal). Typically the 

threshold was chosen to be 200 mv which corresponds to a setting of 

600 on the discriminator dial. With this setting approximately 30% ·of 

the signal counts are lost. The output of the discriminator goes to an 

inverter and then to another amplifier. The positive 10 V, 50 ns output 

of the amplifier then goes to a Delay Gate. Th'e w~dth of the -4V output 

pulse of the Delay Gate can be adjusted from 1 ]JS to 1 s. For weak 

signals 100 counts/sec or less the delay gate can be used to improve 

signal to noise. For a cooled photomultiplier the dark current pulses 

tend to come in groups which are less than 0.1 ms. long. By choosing the 

output pulse of the delay gate to be 1 ms or greater one can connt this 

•'-.• 
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. group of pulses as a single pulse and therefore improve signal to noise. 

For example, if one chases a 1 ms setting rather than a 1 ~sec setting 

the dark current goes down approximately by a factor of three and is 

typically 6 counts/sec. For normal operation; however; the 1 us setting 

should be used so that one can measure count rates over a large dynamic 

range. The output of the delay gate goes to an amplifier whose -12 V 

output goes into the data input of the multichannel analyzer. 
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APPENDIX III 

/ 

Computer Programs for Deconvolving Spectra 

In this appendix the computer programs used in my analysis of the 

Brillouin scattering measurements will be presented and described. In 

order to use the Fourier transform technique to deconvolve a spectrum it 

is first necessary to smooth the data. This was done using Program 

CRSFIT. For a given order Legendre polynomial (1-40) Program CRSFIT finds 

the polynomial coefficients which minimize Chi-Square for this order of 

fit. Chi-Square is defined as 

I = IMAX 

~ (FIT(I)-ARG(I)) 2/(DARG(I)) 2 

.I=l 

where .ARG(I) is the value of the Ith data point, FIT(I) is the value of 

the polynomial fit for the Ith data point, DARG(I) is the error in the 

Ith data point and IMAX is the number of data points. In practice one 

simply reads in ARG(I), DARG(I), IMAX, MAXP which the maximum order of 

the polynomial .. to be fit and NCAS the number of spectra to be fit and 

the program will print out the polynomial coefficients which minimize 

Chi-Square for each order of fit up to MAXP. For the best fit at each 

order it will also print out Chi-Square and FIT(I). One can then either 

use Chi-Square tables or one's own judgment to determine which order of 

fit should be used. 

Once the spectrum is fit to a polynomial one can use Program BRILL 

to deconvolve it. For Program.BRILL one reads in the polynomial 

coefficinets, C(I), the order· of the polynomial fit which is called MAXP 

in this program, the free spectral range of the Fabry-Perot, TCHA, and 

·•. 
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the fUll width at 1/2 max of the Fabry-Perot instrumental function, WA. 

The output of this programwill be a Cal Comp plot of the deconvolution 

of the polynomial fit . 

Program BRILL works in the following way. The Real Fast Fourier 

Transform subroutine is used to find the real and imaginary parts of 

the Fourier transform of the polynomial fit and of an Airy Function 

with a finesse given by TCHA/WA. Using the fact that the Fourier 

transform of a convolution integral is the product of the Fourier trans-

form of the integrands we can now determine the real and imaginary 

parts of the Fourier transform of the deconvolution of the polynomial 

fit. They are given respectively by: 

Gl (T) = (81 ('r)I1 (T) + s2 (T)I2 (T))/(I1
2 (T) + r2

2 (T)) 

where s1 (T), s2 (T) are the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier 

transform of the polynomial fit and r1 ( T), r 2 ( T) are the real and 

imaginary parts of the Fourier transfo~rn of the instrumental function. 

We can now use the inverse Real Fast Fourier Transform Subroutine to 

determine the deconvolved spectrum . 

II 
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PROGRAM CRSFIT 

";{0GPA~ CRSFIT CINpUl,I1UTFUT,PUNCt!,"tt.PE 2=:INPUT,TAPE 3=GLTPUT, 
!TAPE 4=PUNCHI 
OIMENSIC~ C~ISQC401,FITI8CI,CRSECI80I,OCRSECI8GI 
ClM~O~/FIT/4~GI80),0ARGI,CI,XI8CI,CI40I,C2ZI401 

C ~EAO ~a. GF CASES TG 8E FIT 
~ Ei\D .20 ,.KAS 

20 FD~~ATCI21 , 
C READ MAX CMDER 0F KNOWN CCEFF, ~AX NO. OF PTS. TO FIT ANC MAX 
C CHOER CF POLYFIT 

lCC f<.EAUl ,Nr.1AX, l.~AX,PotAXP, !FIX 
l FOQMAT(4121 

-lEAD 2, (ARG(I), l=l,(MAXI 
2 F(1RMATI16F5.ll 

DC 99 I=l,I,..AX 
99 CAf:.GIIl=l.OC 

DC 4 l=l.I,..AX 
Xl~l=-1~0+2.0*11-11/(l~AX-11 

4 CONTINUE 
JJ=1 
KK=l 
KM=IMAX 

C FIND CHI SQUARE AND PRINT RESULTS 
DO 40 J=l,,..AXP 
IFI20-JI40r\l,40 

11 CALL PCLYFITIKK,J,I~AXI 

· C CALC. CHI SCUARE FOR THIS ORDER FIT 
CHISQCJI=O.O 

13 0!']14 I=l, K"' 
FITIII=Q~O 
DOlll f\=1,J 

C FITIII IS THE VALUE Of THE LH CROER FITTED FN AT PT XIII 
AP,POLYNf:M(JJ,N,XIl II 
FUI li=FITIII+C!NI*AD 

18 CiJNTINUE 
CHI SQ I J l =CHI SQ I J I +I (FIT I I 1-AR G I I I I **21 II OARG I II** 21 

14 CONTINUE 
P~INT ;:>5,PIIAQM 

25 FQq~Ari/14H LAB ~O~ENTU~=,F10.41 
PRINT15,J 

15 FQ~MAl(lQH C~O~R OF THIS FiT=rl21 
IDF=I"1AX-J 
PRINTl6,CHtSQIJI,lOF,K~,NFICT,FUJFACT 

16 FO~MAT(//12H CHI SQU~RE=,Fl0.4r5Xr8H O.O.F.=,I2,5X,lCH ~EAL PTS=, 
* 12,5•,7H NFICT=r12,5X,9H FUJFACT=,F10.51 

OJ62 L=l,J 
AB=C2ZILI 
C2l(L I"S•JRTI Ael 

62 CC'NTINUE 
P~INT17r1L,CILI,C2ZILI,L=1,JI 

17 FORMATI/3H L=r12,4X,6H CILI=rF10.4,10XollH ZC2(LI=,F1C.41 
PUNCH l03, ICC L1 ,L=l ,MAXP I 

103 FOR~ATI8F9.51 
Dt1 10 L=1,I~AX 
XSEC=C.O 
DC 61 K=lrJ 
l=-l.C+2.C•IL-li/(I~AX-ll 

XSEC=XSEC+CIKI*POLYNCMIKK,KiZI 
61 CONTINUE 

• 

.. 
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PR!Nf hO, ~lllrXSECrARGILI 
F0q~ATI/*X=*F10.4rlCXr*XSEC=*F1C.4,10X,*ANG=*F10.41 
CGNTII\UE 
COI~Tl.I\UE 
NCAS=NCAS-1 
IFINCASI102,1C2,100 
CONTII'iUE 
STOP 
END 

SURROUTI~E PJLYFITIITV~E,IC~DERrNMEAS l 
C S.R. POLYFIT FITS A SET OF ~EASU~EMENTS TC A SERIES EXFANSIGN 
C OF rqoER ( !ORDEAl USING I(EGENDRE,ASSOC. LEGENDRE) PCL•NOMIALS 
C IF ITYPE=11r21. 
C THE~E APE NMEAS MEASUREMEI'ifS-- Q~EAS+/-ZQMEAS AT ABCISSA X 
C f~E FITTEC COEF. ARE CINI+/- ZCINI ••• ZC21NI ARE ERRCR SQUARE 
C ARRAYS A,B,O ARE USEC IN THE SdLUTTGN--SEE NOTES 
C FIN, II iS THE VALUF OF THE N-TH POLVNC~IAL AT X:X( II 

c 

c 

c 
c 

c 

2 
1 

11 
10 

14 
15 
20 

30 
1030 

29 

31 

COM~ON/FIT/O~EASI80I,ZQMEASIAOI,XI801,C(401oZC2(401 
DIMENSION CI40I,B(40,40l,SCRATCHI5080I,AI40,8CI,FI4C,8Ul 
IFIIORCER.GT.40llCRDER=4D 
003 I =1 ,1\'-'EAS 
0(3 "'=l,!CqCER 
GC T.J I 1, 2 I,! TYPF. 
F IN, I I= P G l Y N C fJ I iT Y P E, N, X ( I I I 
r,;j Fl 1 
Fl"l,I I=PCLYf\<.JM( ITVPE,N+1,XIIll 
CO!HINUE 

FCRM OAIVING TERMS AND M~TRIX TC BE INVERTED 
DC 10 N=l,ICqOEQ 
DC 11 K=1oiCROER 
B(N,KI=O. 
O(Nl =C. 
00 2C l=lrNMEAS 
00 15 N=1,lCAriER 
OG 14 K=lriORCER 
B(N,Kl=B(~,Kl+IFCN,Il*FIKrill/(ZQMEAS(ll**21 
OINI=D(NI+IF(~,II•~~E~SIIII/IZQ~EAS~ll**21 
CONTINUE 
L =40 ' 
'1=1 

INVERT MATRIX EQN B*C=O TO GET EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS C 
CALL Ll"liT(B,DrCoiOrOER,~rDETriEX,CNR,SINGUL,LrSCRATCMI 
IFISINGULI GO TO 30 . 
GO TO 31 
WRITEI3o10301 IORCER, !TYPE 
fQqMATI25H F~UNO 'SINGULAR MATRIX IN, (~ 0 15H TH FiT OF TVFE,I21 
00 29 N=1,4C 
CINI=C. 
lC21NI=O. 

· qETURN 
CALCULATE EMRO~S ON COEFFICIENTS C 

INVEqJ MATM(X EQN BIN,LI*AIL,ii=FIN,II 
L=4C 
CALL LINITIB,F,A,IORCER,NMEAS,DET,IEX,CNR,SINGULrLoSCRATCHI 
IFISINGULl GO TO 30 

FORM E~POA S~UARED ZC2 
DO 45 N=1,ICMCER 
ZC21Nl=O. 
DO 40 I=1,NMEAS 

40 ZC21Nl=ZC21Nl+AII'olrll**2 /ZIJMEAS(Il**2 
45 CONTINUE 

RETUR"' 
END 



OOCOC5 

OCCOC5 

OOC012 
000013 
000014 
ooocf15 
0Ct:016 
000017 
OCC020 
OCC027 
000031 
OCC032 
000033 
OOG0?5 
000036 
0001)40 
OC0047 
IJCCu62 
'OOC06 3 
OGC01':4 
001)066 
CG0066 

"' 
000015 

OGC015. 
000020 
0(0022 
00.0023. 
000031 
000034 
000036 
OC0043 
000057 
OC006C 
000066 
000075 
OCC1CO 
OC0100 

OC0162 
OCC162 
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FU~CTI~N PCLY~OMIITYPE,~G~OER,XI 
OIMENSICN PGLYI21 

C NOROER=1 FCP L=O ETC 
GC TO 11,21.ITVPE 

C LEGENDRE FU~CTJON 

c 

POLYI11=1. 
M=Q 
POLVI2l=X 
GO TO 25 

2 PGLVIli=O. 
·"= 1 
PC~YI21=5CRTI1.-X**2l 

25 no 26 J=t,2 
JFINC~OEP.EC.JI GC TO 27 

·r;fJ TO 26 
27 PCLY~C~=PCLV(JI 

PFrUP.N 
26 CC"lT.JNIJE 

DO 30 L=3,NCRCE~ 
P:((2*L-31*X*POLY(21-(L+~-21•PdLY(ll )/(L~M-11 
PULY(li=POLYI21 . 

30 PCLVI21=P 
• 1 .CLYNC.,~;;;;n 

~F HI~ I'; 
EN I) 

.SUtP.Ot.:TINE LltlllTIA,Il,XrNt."rOETrFX·,CNR,Sr'NGUL,L,SCKI 
lll"ENSI•crl AIL,li,B(L,11,XILr11rSCQ(L,ll 
MGVE A ANC B TC SCqAJCH APEA 
N=Mif<J~(r~,LI 
IF I·~ .LT. 11 r,rJ T•.l 4 
JJG 3 I= 1, N 
OIJ 1 J=1 ,I'; 

. SC R (I , J I= A I l , J I 
CGNT!I'<UE 
l F 1'1 • LT. 11 GJ TJ 3 
oo 2 J=1.~ 
K=2*N+4+J 
SC~ I I, I< I =I' I I, J I 

2 CONTINUE 
3 CONTINUE 
4 CCNTINUE 

CALL L.NE~~ISCR11r11,SCMt lr2*N+51,X,~rMtOET,EX,CNR,Sl~GUltl 
X,SC~( 1,~+1),SCRI1r2*N+11,SC~(1,2•N•21,SCPf1r2*N+3),SCRilr2*N+411 

R F.TUR N 
END 

CDC1 
0002 
OCC3 
0004 
0005 
0006 
OGC7 
ceca 
OOO'l 
0010 
IJ011 
0012 
ocu 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0017 
0018 
OCl'l 
C.C.2C 



000021 
000021 
000021 
000021 

000021 
000021 
000021 
0000.2 3 
000024 
000025 
000036 
000037 
000037 

OCC037 
000043 

000051 
000053 
000063 
OCOU64 
000011 

000074 
000100 

OCC1C6 
OCC117 
000121 

000123 

OC0137 
000141 
000143 

000144 
OC0154 

'I 
<J d I ., \ . ..; u ~ .. )a ' t.) t,'.u ;,M ;'t,..-~ t~-~ . 
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SUARCUTINE LINEAR(A,B,x,~,~.DET,EX,C~R,SINGUL,L 
X , L U, f' I V)Jf , Y , ~ E S, tot UL T I 

C PROCEOUPE •LI~EA~ SVSTE'• 
C 6600 HOC 6600 6c0C 6600 .660~ 6600 e6CO 
C N=ORDER, P.=kH SIDES, M=NO OF RH SIDES, X•ANSWERS, 
C IDET*1C**EXI=DFTEPMINANT, CNR=CCNOITIQ~, SINGUL=.FALSE. IF CK. 

PHEGEP EX,PIII•JT 
P.EAL LU ,P'LLT 
LOGIUL SIHUL 
OI,.ENSICN AIL,l),B(L,li,XIL.llrlU(L,ll 

X,PIVOTI11 ,~(l),::{E$111 •"ULTI11 
C ••••• LINEAR IS P.ASEO ON ALGGO:JTHM ·135, CACM NlJIJEMBn 1<l62 PAGE 553, 
C AS C<l~RECTEO CAC"' JULY 1964 PAGE 421. 
C IT USES CROUT•S METHCC WITH RCW EQUILIBRAliCN, R~W INlERC~ANGFS, 
C ANC ITE~AT!Vf llPq~VE"'ENT FCR SCLVING THE MATRIX E1UATIO~ AX=B, 
C WHE~E I IS ~ BY N, X AND f ARE ~ BY ~~ IN CASE ~ .LE. ~, CNLY THE 
C DETER~INAI\T .:''F A IS EVALUATED. FCR M=l, THE SLB~CUTINE SOLVES A 
C SYSTEP' 1F LINEA~ EQUATI~NS IN N UNKNOWNS. FOR ~=N ANC B=ITHE 
C IDE"H ITY I< AT.' lXI, X IS SET Tll THE INVERSE lcF A. 
C IF A IS 1~EA1LV SP~GULA·~, •SINGUL• 15 SET TC.TilUE. 
c 

100;) 
c 
c 
c 

c 

1001 
lC02 

c 
c 

( 

lG03 
c 

c 

c 

DATA EDS I C !64C7777777777777777 I 
<; I·~GUL= .FALSE. 
CN.~=l.~ 

OET=C.'l 
FXP=O 
IF liN .GE. 11 .ANO. IN •LE. lll GO TO lOOC 
SI:~GUL=.T~UE. 
oETURI\ 
C'JNTINIJE 

PEMOVE APPRGPRT~TE FACTnRS FRCM THE ROWS OF A. 
CALL •fCUILlBP.ATE• 
CALL ECUILIIA,N,~ULTrSINGUL,Ll 

IFISI~GULI RETURN 
SAVE THE ~ESULT FCR CC~oUTATIO~ OF ~ESIOIJALS OU~ING 11EPAT18N. 
00 1CC2 1 =1 ,IIJ 
DO 11J01 J=l,N 
LUII,JI=·qi,JI 
CONT11\JIJE 
CONTP,IJE. 
DEC~~PJSE THE ~ATRI~ II\JTO T~I~NGULAR FACTO~S. 

CIILL ICRf1UT• 
CALL C"OUTILU,N,PIIJCT,OET,SINGUL,LI 
IF ISI'!GUll P.ETIJRN 
EVALUATE HE OETER"'li<ArH ·IN Tt<E FORI' IOET*10.C**EXI 
on 10r.J 1 =1 ,,~ 
Ylli=LUilrll«~ULTI II 
CONTI~UE 
•DRI10l;CT• 
DET=OET*PRCDUC(Y,l,N,F.XI 
~OW BEGIN TC PR~CESS 0 lGHl ~AI\0 SIDES. 
IF I" .LT. 11 RETURN 
DO l~C4 K=l,M 
PK=FLCAT!KI. 
SCALE THE RIGHT HANC SIDES 
Dl 1'lC5 11=1,N . 
KE$11!1=R(I1,KII"ULTI Ill 

C021 
0022 
0(123 
0024 
OC25 
CC26 
OC27 
CC2B 
OC2<l 
0030 
uc31 
')032 
OCB 
0034 
0035 
cole 
0037 
CC36 
')Q3<j 
ur.4o 
CC41 
0042 
.:G44 
0045 
CIJ46 
Jf.47 
0046 
OG49 
005C 
OG51 
GC52 
OC'53 
0054 
OC55 
OC56 
0057 
0056 
OC59 
CC6C 
0061 
0062 
Jt;63 
0064 
OC65 
0066 
u067 
OG68 
')G6\l 
JG 70 
UC71 
')')72 
ocn 
CC74 
0075 
Ot76 
0071 
OC78 
OC7'i 



CCC15c 
0Clil57 

OCOlcO 

occ 161 
000171 
000205 
000210 
OCC210 

OCOZ11 
0.00216 

OOC2i6 

000225 

000236 
OCC244 
000245 
000251 
000254 
000255 
0002<:1 

000?.62 
0C(l27C 
OOCZ73 
000274 
000274 
000274 
OCC310 

000310 
OC0.320 
000322 
000323 
OC0325 
000333 
OOG333 
oco 336 
000336 

1CC5 
c 

c 

1C06 
c 
c 

1C12 
i: 
c 

c 
c 

c 

c 
c 
c 

ICCfl 

1C10 

1007 
c 

1Cll 

tl( ll,KI=~ESI Ill 
C:Jtll I~ UE 
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STJRE .THE FIRST APPROXP4ATiiJN A,_C US tilRM. 
Y:IIJQ"'=0.0 
CALL •sr:LVU 
CALL S~LVEILU,N,~ES,PIV~T,V,LI 

DO 10C6 I 1=1,1\ 
VNORI'=Y~uRM+ABSIYI I 111 
Xll1,KI=YIIll 
CIJNTI'oUE 
REG IN THE ITERATI•lN LOOP. THE I'<UMBER OF ITE«AT!I:NS IS OUERI-IINED 
OU~ING THE FIRST ITE~ATICN. 

''KCU~H=l 

C:JNTINUE 
CCI'PUTE THE RESIDUALS OF THE SOLUTION Y. 

"CALL IRESICUALS~ 
CALL Qf'SIOU(A,r~,B,K,X,~ES,LI 
FINO NEXT IMC~F~EI\T TC THE SULUTICN 
CALL ISOLVEI 

·CALL Sf:LVEILU,!'4,QES,PIVOT,Y,LI 
SET UP TER~INATICI\ CONDITIONS 
IF IKCUNT .NE. 11 GC TO 1C07 
DYNORII=O.C 
O;J 1•:J01l I 2=1 ,I\ 
DY•~·~PN=lJYI\<J!'I•HAtlS(YII211 

Cu•H n .. uE 
·IF IGYI\~"N .EC. 0.01 GO TO 1009 
T=YqQOV/OYNCI~"' 

CNR IS A.'i APPR•JXIMATION TO THE SPECTRAL tJCR"' CF A, WHICH IS THE 
PRJOUCT OF THE ~ORM CF A AND THE ~CM~ CF A-INVERSE; SEE 
WIL~I~SGN, JAC~ JULY 1961 PAGE 281. 
CNR=IIR~-1.CI*CN~ + 1.0/IEPS*TII/~K 
IF IT .~E. 2.01 GC T0 101C 
SINGUL = .TRUE. 
;,f TUI':h 
CONTII\UE 
LIMIT=IFIXIALCGIEPSI/~LOGII.O/TII 
CONTINUE 
ST0RE THE NEW APPR~XIMATICN 

DO 1011 I2=1 ,N. 
X( t2,KI=XI 12,KI+YII21 
CONTH\UE 
r<OUNT=KOUNT+1 
IF IKCUNT .LF.. LI"'ITI GO TO 1012 

1009 C0"4T.INLE 
1004 CONTINUE 

DETUR"J 
F. NO 

'-' 

CCAC 
OC81 

_;)C 82 
oce3 ~-

0Cil4 
tJC85 
OC'36 
OC87 
OC81! 
0089 
CG90 
OO'i1 
ac9Z 
C093 
0094 
CO<J5 
OC'i6 
0097 
009/l 
CC99 
0100 
0101 
0102 
0103 
01C4 
0105 
OlC6 
01(7 
0108 
01C9 
0110 
0111 
0112 
0113 
0114 
0115 
0116 
0117 
0118 
0119 
Cl2C 
0121 
0122 
0123 
0124 
0125 
0126 
0127 

•• 



OOOOC7 
000007 
OOCOC7 

OCOOC7. 
000•)07 
OC0010 

000011 
000012 
000020 
000025 
OCC033 
000033 
OCOJ34 

000034 
OCC04C 
000042 
000056 
000057 
000()63 

\OOC063 
OC0066 
000066 

OC0010 
OCC010 

OCOOlO 
000011 
000013 
000014 
0(0016 
000020 
000022 
000032 
000034 
000041 
000041 

OIJ0043 

000045 
000047 
000051 
000053 
OC0054 
000057 
000067 
000071 
OC0076 
000076 
CC01C3 
0(0106 
000106 

.. , 
I u ·) (J y ... ) i_J 

~,;; 
_,/~ 

l~ ... ~~-'J 
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SLROCUTINE EQU!LIIA,~,~ULT,SI~GUL,Ll 

C PRCCFOUAE ~EQUILlfPATE# 

C N=Q~QEA,~ULT=~ULTIPL!ERS 

PEAL ~ULT,M~.~ASK 

L·JGICAL SINGUL 
0 I !'lH; S I CIJ A I L ,11 

X,.~ UL T I 11 

~~ 

c.· ••.• SC~Ll~G T~E 1C~S OF THE ~ATRI~ IAI TO ~GUGHLY THE SAME ~AXI~U~ 

C ~AGN!TUOE ALLC~S THF PROCEDURE IC~UUTI TO SELECT ~FFECTI~E 
C PIVJTAL ELEME~T5 Fl~ GAUSSIAN DECGMPCSITIOH GF THE MATQJ~. A 
C PlWER ~F 2 IS USED INSTEAD ~F THE ACTUAL LARGEST ELEMENT TG 
C REDUCE ~UUNOING ERRGR IN THE DIVISION. 
C SEE 'HLKI~SllN, JAC" JULY 1961 PAGE 2e4. 

CAfA ~·~~ I ~ 77774CCCOJCCOCCCOCOO I 
llC 2 .JG I I= 1, r; 
'~X= rJ. (; 

C FINO TH~ LIRGE~T ELE~ENT 

0:: 2002 J=l,•J 
IF IA8S(~(I,JII .0. ~XI ~X=AflS(A([,JII 

2002 Cr11H II'\UE 
IF (t~X .GT. u.rq GO TC 2•Jr3 
SINGUL=.TRUE. 
"'ETUSN 

200 CONTIMJF. 
C ~!Gw 5TOI<t THE MUL T IPLlFR ~NO SCIIL E THE Rnw. 

~ULT( II =AI\0 I ~X, VASKI 
IF (MULTIII .E.Q, loGI GC T•1 2CIJ4 
DC 2105 J=1,;~ 
A(t,Jl=AIIiJI/~ULTIII 

Zoos C'l'Hir-<UE 
2004 corn I NUE 
~CC1 CONTII\L:E 

RETURN 
END 

~U~~~UTINE ~CLVEIII,N,V,DIVOT,Y,Ll 

t PRCCEOU~E ~S'1LVE~ 
C ~=ORDER, V=RH VECTQP, PIVCT=PERMUTATION VECT0°, Y•ANSWER. 

~~~TEGER PIVCT ,p 
D I "!Er; S I :~·J A I L .t I 

X, f' I V2 Till , VI 11, Y I 11 
C ••••• o~OC~SSES A CH VECTUQ ANO THE!\ ~ACK-SCLVES FOR Y USING T~E L*U 
C UECO~PJSITION P~OVIOEC BY ICRCUTI. 

flf} 6'1( 1 K•1,~; 
J=PIVCTIK I 
T =VI II 
VIJI=VIKI 
K~l=t<-1 

IF IK~1 .LT. 11 GO TO 6102 
DO I:>OC2 P=1,KM1 
T=T-.A (t<,PI*V( PI 

6002 CGNTI ~IJE 
6102 C!"NTI'WE 

V(Kl=T 
C HAVING M~CIFIEO V 6Y L~INVEPSE ••• 

6001 Cr.l'lTINUI' 
C ~nw THE eACK SGLUTICN FOR Y. 

011 .61JC3 f'IK=1,1\ 
K=N+l-NK 
T=VIKI 
KPl=K+l 
IF (KPl .GT. ~~ GC TO 60C5 
bJ 60C4 P=KPl,rl 
f=T-Ait<,PI*YIFI 

6004 CONTINUE 
6015 COII<Tit-<UE 

YIKI=T/AIK,Kl 
6003 CIJNTit\UE 

R.ETU~~ 

END 

C128 
0129 
Gl3C 
0131 
0132 
•)133 
Gl34 
Cl35 
0136 
C 1l7 
Gl38 
013'l 
0140 
0141 
0142 
0143 
0144 
C145 
U146 
0147 
0148 
014'l 
0150 
0151 
')152 
C153 
c 1 ?4 
IJ 155 
01~6 

0157 
0158 
0159 
0160 
C.l61 

C284 
0285 
0286 
0287 
ot88 
0289 
C2'l0 
02'll 
G292 
02'l3 
C2'l4 
G295 
C296 
C297 
C?.98 
0299 
030C 
0301 
1)302 
0303 
0304 
0305 
0306 
0307 
,) He 
030'l 
031C 
0~ 11 
0312 
a 31 • 
0 3 L.4 
C315 
r;U6 
0317 
C118. 



OC.OOl 0 
000010 
OOOOlC 
OC0010 

000010 

000011 
000012 
000013 

000015 
000016 
000031 
000033 
000035 
000074 
000076 
000076 
000111 
000120 
000121 
000122 
000122 
OC0125 
000127 
0001.27 
OCUl30 

ooouo 
ooc 131 
000133 
000134 
000146 
000147 
OCC150 
000151 
000156 

000162 
000163 
000lt4 
000170 
000117 
OCC20C 

000201 
000207 
000221 
000223 
000225 
000264 
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SUBROUTINE CAOUT(~,N,P!VOT,SG,Sl~GUL,LI 
C PPOCEUURE #CRCUT-
C ~=CAOER, PIVnT=PIVOTS, SG=!NTERCHANGES. 

INTEGE" C'IVCT,P 
OOU~LE P~ECISIO~ 0 
LCGICftl SI"GUL 
OIMENSICN A(L,11 

X, o 11/C T I 1 I 
C ••••• CRQUT•S METHOD WITH RCk I"TERCHANGES FOR A•L*U kJTH l(K,~l=1.0. 
C IPII/OTI STORES THE PER~UTATIC" ~ATRIX. 

SG=1.C 
C K IS T~E STAGE OF T~E ELIMINATION. 

IJJ VJOl K=1,N 
T=O.O 
DO 3002 I=K,N 

C COMPUTE L. 
KM1=1<-1 
D=OBLEIAI!,KI I 
IF IK,.1 .LT. U GO TO -:1003 
DO 3004 P=l,K!I1 
O=D-OBLEIAII,PII*DBLE(A(D,KII 

3004 CONTII\UE 
1003 COiHIIWE 

AI I,Kl=SNGLIOI 
IF IABSIAI !,KI I .LE. Tl GC: TO 3005 
T=MlS(A(l,Kil 
I"AX=I 

30C5 C,JNTII\lJE 
31i02 C:"cNTI,\UE 

H<;5 
c 
c 

3007 
3006 

c 

3G08 
c 

3Cll 

IF I l .GT. C.CI GO TO H05 
S WGLL =· fqUE. 
RET+J~N 

C•JNTI!'<UE 
A([~A~,KI IS LARGF.ST ELEMENT IN 
INTERCHANGE ACW5 JF NECESSARY. 
PIVUTtKl=I~AX 

IF ( I"A( .EQ. Kl GO TG VJC6 
SG=-SG 
nc 30C7 J=1,;~ 

T=A(K,JI 
AIK,JI=AII"AX,JI 
AIIMA~,JI=T 
C•JNT I 1\UE 
CONTINUE 
CCMOUTE A COLUMN OF ~ULTIPLIERS. 

QUOT=t.O/AIKtl<l 
I(P1=K+l 
IF (I<Pl .GT. ~I GO TO 310'i 
DO 30G8 I=I<Pl,N 
Ati,KI=A(I,Kl*CUOT 
CONTINUE 
AND CC~PUTE A ROW OF U 
00 lOCG j:KP1,N 
O=ORLEIA(I<,JI I 
IF IK"1 .LT. 11 GO TO 301C 
DO 3011 P=1,1<1ol1 
D=D-DRLEI~II<,~li*DBLEIA(P,JII 
CONTINUE 

RE~o!A!NOFR OF CCLUiolN 1<. 

0162 
0163 
011:4 
0165 
0166 
0167 
0168 

·- 169 C170 
0171 
Cl12 
0173 
0174 
0175 
0176 
0177 
0178 
0179 
0180 
0181 
0182 
0183 
0184 
0185 
0186 
Cl87 
:188 
Cl89 
C1GC 
0191 
C1'i2 
Cl'i3 
Cl'i4 
0195 
0196 
:ll97 
Cl'i8 
0199 
0200 
02Cl 
0202 
0203 
0204 
0205 
02C6 
0207 
0208 
1)209 
0210 

'0211 
'0212 

0213 
0214 
0215 
0216 
0217 
0218 
0219 .• 



000266 
OC0266 
OCC3Cl 
000303 
0003C3 
OCC3C6 
000306 

000006 
000006 

000006 
OC0006 
000007 
000013 
000014 
000015 
000021 
000022 
00002.3 
000023 
OC002S 
000026 
000026 
000027 
000027 
000033 
000034 
OCC03S 
000036 
000036 
000042 
000043 
000044 
000045 
000045 
OC005C 
000050 
000052 
000052 

000011 

000011 
000011 

000011 
000012 
000025 
000027 
000030 
000070 
000072 
000072 
000101 
000103 
000103 

3ClC CONTINUE 
A(K,Jl=SNGLIDI 

3ce;c; cc:n If\UE 
31C'l CurHli'\LE 
3001 C:JNT II'WE 

PUU~I\ 

END 

7 i) 
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REAL FU~CTICN PROOUCIFACTCR,S,F,EXI 
C PROCEDURE ~PRCCUCT-
C S=START, F=FINISH, EX=EXPCNENT 

INTEGER S,F ,EX 
DIMENSION FACTORI1l 

C ••••• MULTIPLIES FACTOR($) THROUGH FACTORIFI, CORRECTING TO PREVENT 
C OVERFLOW. THE ABSOULTE VALUE OF THE RESULT IS BETWEEN 0.1 AND 1.0 
C AND THE EXPONENT APPEARS IN IEXI. 

EX=O.C 
P=1.0 
IF IS .GT. F) GO TO 400~ 
DO 4001 I=S,F 
P1=FACTOR(Il 
IF IAilSIPll .GE. 0.11 GO TG 4C02 
Pl=lO.O*Pl 
EX=EX-1 

4002 CONTINUE 
P'=P*Pl 
lF IP .~E. O.CI GO TO 4003 
EX=O 
GO TO 40C8 

4003 CONTii'oU~ 
4CC4 IF IABSIPI .GE. 0.11 GO TC 40C5 

P=P*1C.O 
EX=EX-1 
GO TO 4004 

4005 CONTINUE 
4006 IF IABSIPI .LT. 1.01 GO TC 40C7. 

P=P/1C.O 
EX=EX+l 
r.O TO 4006 

4007 CONTINUE 
4001 CONTINUE 
400 8 CONTINUE 

PRODUC=P 
RETU~N 

END 

SUB~OUTINE 'ESIDU(A,N,B,K,X,RES,LI 
C PROCEDURE ~RESIDUALS# 
C N=QQOER, B•RH SlOES, K=COLUMN OF R, X=APDROXI~ATE ~OLUTICN, 

C RES=RESIDUALS 
DIMENSION AIL,1l,BIL,11,XIL,11 

X,RESI 1 I 
INTEGER P 
DOUBLE PRECISION 0 

C ••••• COMPUTES ec.,KI-A*XC.,KI 
DO 50C1 1=1,N 
D=DBLEIBI I,KI I 
IF IN .LT. ll GO TO 5C03 
DO 5002 P=l,N 
D=D-DBLEIAI I,,Pl I*DilLEIXIP,KI I 

5002 CONTINUE 
5003 CONTINUE 

PESC ll=SNGLIDI 
5001 CONTINUE 

RETURII 
END 

022C 
0221 
0222• 
0223 
0224 
0225 
0226 

0227 
C228 
0229 
ono 
0231 
02 32 
0233 
0234 
0235 
C236 
0237 
0238 
0239 
0240 
0241 
0242 
0243 
0244 
0245 
0246 
0247 
0248 
C24'l 
0250 
C251 
0252 
0253 
0254 
0255 
0256 
0257 
D258 
0259. 
0260 
0261 
0262 
0263 

0264 
0265 
02f,6 
0267 
D26A 
0269 
0270 
0271 
0272 
0213 
D274 . 
0275 
0276 
C277. 
EJ278 
0 279 
0281; 
0281 
0282 
0283 



000002 000113 

000002 000113 
000002. 000113 
000002 000113 
000002 000113 
000014 000125 
000014 000125 
000016 000127 
000024 000135 
000024 000135 
000033 000144 
000033 000144 
000043 000154 
000043 000154 
000044 000155 
000046 000157 
000047 000160 
000051 000162 
000057 000170 
000070 000201 
000072 000203 
000074 000205 
000074 000205 
000104 000215 
000115 000226 
000121 000232 

' 000126 000237 
000130 000241 
000134 000245 
000140 000251 
000146 000257 
000147 000260 
000154 000265 
000164 000275 

000171 000302 

000202 000313 
000207 000320 
000211 000322 

- 000215 000326 
000221 000332 
000225 000336 
000236 000347 
000244 000355 
000245 000356 
000246 000357 
000250 000361 
000252 000363 
000255 000366 
000261 000372 
000262 00037.3 
000272 000403 
000274 000405 
000277 000410 
000304 000415 
000304 000415 
000305 000416 
000306 000417 
000310 .000421 

-loa

PROGRAM BRILL. 

PROGRAM 8Rli.I.II"'PUTtOU!PUT,PUNCHtTAPE 98tPI.o-TeTAPE9hPI.OTI 
_01 MENS ION C 143 I ,A It 00 I tFPA 11026 It XA 11026 I tAM (1 o26 I tAT 110261 t 

1ZI1026ltYI1001tAKI10261tATPI120itlNVI300itSAI3001 
COMMON/CCP001.~XMINtXMAXtYMJNtYMAXtCCXM1NtCCXMAXtCCYMJN 9 CCY~AX 
COMMON/CCFACT/FACTOR 

1 0 CONTINUE . 
READ 1tKPURtlMAXtMAXP 
FORMATI3i21 
lFilMAXoi.EoO•OIGO TO 18 
READ 3tiAClltl•1tlMAXI 

3 FORMATI16F5o11 
READ 2tiCCI.tl•t•MAXP1 

2 FORMATC8F9,51 
READ 4tTCHAtWA 

4 FORMAT12FlOo21. 
KK•1 -
DO 75 J•lt1024 
AMili•OoO 
DO 76 L.•1tMAXP 
ZIJI••1o0•2!0e(J•11/1023 

76 AMili•AMili•CII.I•POI.YNOM(KI<tl.tZllll 
75 CONTINUE . 

DO 13 l•lt512 
Al•l 
XAill•3o1416*1AI•1oOI•IIMAX•11/11023oO*TCHAI 
FPAI11•1oO/Ilo0•0•405~8•CTCHAeSJNIXAIIli/WAI*IT~HA•SINIXAIIII/WAii 

13 FPAilo25~11•FPAill 
DO 100 1•1•1026 

100 AKIII•I 
CAI.I. RFFTI9tFPA tlNV•SAt1tlEI 
CAI.I. RFFT 19tAM tlNVtSAo1tlEI 
DO 99 J•it1026 
AMIN•Oo01•AMI1) 

99 lFIABSIAMil)I,I.EoAMJNIAMIII•OoO 
DO 16 1•1t250 
ATI2*l•ll•IAMIZ*l•ll*FPAI2*l•l).AMI2*li•FPAI2*ll)/IFPAI2*1•1l 

1*FPA12*l•li•FPAI2*li•FPA12*ll) 
16 ATI2*II•IiMI2•li*FPAI2*I•11•AMI2*1•1l*FPAI2*lliiiFPAI2*I•ll 

l*FPA12*l•ti•FPA12*li•FPA12*ll) 
DO 73 1•501•1026 . 

73 ATili•OoO 
CAL.L. RFFTI9tAT tlNV,SAt•ltlEI 
CAI.L. GRAPHIAK,A! tl024tl5HTRUE A8SOR SPECt6HX•AX1Se6HY•&XJSI 
CAI.I. RFFT (9tAMtlNVtSAt•ltlEI 
DO 77 J•itlMAX 

77 Ylll••1o0o2o0*1l•li/IJMAX•11 
XMIN••1o0 -
XMAX•loO 
YMlN••lOoO 
YMAX .. 60~0 
CAI.L. CCPI.OTCZ,AMt1024,4HJOINI 
CAL.L. CCPI.OTCY,A,JMAXt6HNOJOJN,80tll 
CA~I. CCNEXT 
DO &o J•le103 
K•10*I•9 

80 ATPCJ)dTIK) 
PUNCH 78tCATPCIItl•1t1031 

78 FORMATC13F6oll 
GO TO 10 

.18 CAI.I. CCENO 
STOP 
END 

---~. 

· .. 
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FUNCTION POLYNO~IITYPE•NOROER 1 XI 
000005 030746 DIMENSION POLYC~I 

c NORDER•l FOR L•O ETC 
000005 03()746 GO TO Clo2l olTYPE 

c LEGENDHE FUNCTION 
00091? 030753 POLY I 1 l a1, 

\r' 

000013 030754 MaO 
000014 030755 PO.LY 121 .X 
00001c:; 030756 GO TO 25 
000016 030757 2 POLYI!l•Oo 
000017 030760 Mal 
000020 03[1761 POLYI2l~SQRTilo~X••2l 
000027 030770 25 DO 2b Ja1o? 
000031 030772 lFCNOROER,EQoJl GO TO 27 
000032 030773 GO TO ?6 
000033 030774 27 POLYNOMaPOLY(Jl 
000035 030776 RETURN 
000036 030777 26 CONTINUE 
000040 031001 DO 30 L•3tNOROER 
000047 031010 PaCC2•L•31•X 0 POLYI2l•CL•M•21•POLYI1l l/CL•M•1l 
000062 031023 POLY (1 I •POL Y 121 
0000&3 031024 30 POLYC21•P 
000064 031025 POLYNOM•P 
00006" 031027 RETURN 
000066 031027 END 

SUBROUTINE RFFTCMtAtiNV,S,lFSETolFERRl 
000010 032743 DIMENSION A(1JtLC3ltiNVC1ltSitl . 
000010 032743' DATA Pl/1721 62~0 7732 5042-0550 81 
000010 032743 IFERRa1 
000010 032743 lFCMoGTo1S,OR,M,LTo3l RETURN 
000020 032753 L Cl l •M 
000021 032754 LC21•0 
000022 032755 LC31•o 
000022 032755 Na2**M 
000026 032761 NT•2*N 
000030 032763 NTM•N•2 
000031 032764 PaPl/FLOATCNTl 
000033 032766 lFClFSEToLToOl GO TO 20 
000035 032770 CALL CFFTCLtAtl~VtStiFSETolFERRl 
000037 032772 IF I lFSEToEQoOl RETUHN 
000044 032777 DO 10 I•2oNTMt2 
000046 033001 J•I•1 
000047 033002 KaNT•I•l 
000050 033003 JJ•J•l 
000052 033005 KK•K•l 
000053 033006 A1R•,5•CACJl•ACKll 
000056 033011 A1I••5*CACJJl•ACKKll 
000063 033016 A2Ra,5•CACJJl•ACKKll 
000064 033017 A2I••5•CACKl•ACJJl 
000070 033023 ARG•F'LOATCil*P 
000073 033026 CaCOSCARGI 
000075 033030 DaSINCARGl 
000103 033036 TAaA2R•C•A2l*D 

fi 
000106 033041 TBaA2I•C•A2R•D 
000110 033043 A(JlaA1R•TA 
000112 033045 .tqJJI•·<Ali•TBl 
000115 033050 A(Kl•AlR•TA 
000117 033052 A(KKlaAli•TS 

' . 000122 033055 10 CONTINUE 
000127 033062 TAaA(l)oAC2l 
000130 033063 TB•A(Jl•A12l 



000131 
000132 
000133 
000135 
000137 

- 000 1'37 
000141 
000142 
000143 
000144 
000145 
000150 
000153 
000155 
000157 
000162 
000166 
000171 
000172 
000210 
000212 
000214 
000220 
000221 
000223 
000225 
000226 
000230 
000237 
000240 
000242 

. 000243 
000244" 
0002.46 
oooi4 1 

033064 
033065 
033066 
033070 
033072 
033072 

. 033074 
033075 
033076 
033077 
033100 
033103 
033106 
033110 
033112 
033115 
033121 
033124 
033125 
"033143 
033145 
033147 
033153 
033154 
033156 
033160 
033161 
033163 . 
033172 
033173 
033175 
033176 
033177 
033201 
033202 

20 

30 
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A(l)•TA 
AC2)•0• 
ACNT+l)aTB 
ACNT+2)aO. 
RETURN 
DO 3'0 I•2tNT"1,2 
Jai+1 
JJ•J•l 
I<•NT•I•l 
1<1<•1<•1 
ACJ)Ii•S*ACJ) 
ACJJ)•••S*A(JJ) 
A(I<)•.S*A(I() 
A(KK)•••S*ACKK) 
AlR•A(J)+A(I<) 
All•ACJJ)•A(I<I<) 
ARG•FLOATCI)*P 
CaCOS ( ARG) . 

, D•SINCARGJ 
TA•A(J)•ACK) 
TB•ACJJ)+~CI<I<) 
A2R•TA•C•TB*O 
A2I •TA•.D•TB*C 
ACJ)•AlR•A21 
ACJJ)cA11.A2R 
A(K)aAtR•~21 
ACKI<)•A2R•All 
CONTINUE 
A C 1) • • 5•A C 1) 
ACNT+1)••S•ACNT+l) 
A(2)•A(lj•ACNT+l) 
A(l)•AC1)+AC~T+l) 
CALL CFFTCLeA,INYtS,IFSET,IFERR) 
RETURN .. 
END 
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SUBROUTINE CFFTIMtAtiNV,S,IFSETolFERAI 
000010 033277 DIMENSION Al11tlNVI11tSI11tNI31oMC31tNPC31t~l21tW2121oW3(2) 
000010 033277 EQUIVALENCE CN1,NC111tiN2tNI21I•IN3tNI311 
000010 033277 DATA PI/1721 6220 7732 50!2 055o Bt 
000010 033277 10 1Ft IABSCIFSETI • 11 900t900tl2 
000013 033302 12 MTT•MAXOIM111tMI21tMI311 -2 
00002? 033311' IF IMTT•ll 13tllt1~ 
oooo24 033313 11 MSUM•MI11+MI21+MI31 
000027 033316 1FtMSUM•151 15,t5t13 
000031 033320 15 ROOT2 • SQRTI2ol 
000033 033_322 IF (MTT•MT I u, }4, 13 
000042 033331 13 lFERR•l 
000043 033332 RETURN 
000044 033333 14 IFERR•O 
000045 033334 M1•MI11 
000046 033335 "l2•MI21 
000047 033336 M3•MI31 
000051 033340 Nl•2°•Ml 
000055 033344 N2•2••M2 / 

000061 033350 N382••M3 
oooo65 033354 16 IFIIFSETI 20t18,18 
00006'7 033356 18 Nxc N1•N2•N3 
000072 033361 FN • NX 
000074 033363 DO 19 I it 1tNX 
00010'7 033376 A 12•1•11 • AI2•I•11/FN 
000110 0333'7'7 19 A12•11 • .. At2•I1/FN 
000116 033405 20 NPCllaN1•2 
000120 033407 NP 121= NPtli•N2 
000122 033411 NPt31•NPI~I•"13 
000124 033413 Do 2So 10•1,3 
000126 033415 IL • NP131•NPIIDI 
000130 033417 11.1· • Il.•i 
000132 033421 I'll • MCIDI 
000133 033422 IF CMI1250,250t30 
000136 033425 30 lOlF•NPCIDI 
000136 033425 I<BIT•NPC lDI 
00~13'7 033426 MEV • 2*CMI/21 
000141 033430 IF C"li .. MEV 160t60t40 
000143 033432 40 I<BlT•t<BIT/2 
000144 033433 I<I.•KBIT•Z 
000146 033435 DO SO l•1tii.1tlOIF 
00014'7 033436 I<I.ASht<l.•l 
000150 ·033437 Do SO t<•Iot<I.AST,2 
000160 033447 I<O•K•t<BIT 
000161 033450 Tdii<OI 
000162 033451 Alt<Oidii<I•T 
000163 033452 Alt<ldCI<I•T 
000165 033454 hA 11<0•11 
000166 033455 Alt<D•11•A(t<+11•T 
000170 033457 so AIK•11d(K+li•T 
000202 033471 lF IMI • 11250t250t52 
000204 033473 52 I.FIRST •3 
000205 033474 JI.AShl 
000206 033475 GO TO 70 
00020'7 0334'76 60 I.FIRST • 2 

i, 000210 033477 JI.ASho 
J 

""" 
·.';;, 
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000211 033500 70 Do 240 L8~FlRSTtMlt2 
000213 033502 JJOIF•KBI ·. . 
000214 033503 KBlhKBIT/4 
000215 033504 KL•KBIT•2 

'.·,, 000216 033505 00 80 I•ltlLltiOJF 
000220 033507 KLAShi+KL 
000221 033510 DO 80 K•ltKLASTt2 
000232 ~ 033521· Kl•K•KBIT 
000233 033522 K2•Kl+KBIT ·• 
000234 033523 K3•K2+KBIT 
000235 033524 TeA CK21 
00023l! 033525 ACK21dCKI•! 
000237 033526 ACKI•ACKI+T 
000240 033527 TeA CK2•U 
000241 033530 A CK2+1 I d CK+l I •T 
000244 033533 ACK+11•ACK+11+T 
000246 033535 hA CK31 

·( 000247 033536 A(K31dCKll•T 
000251 033540 J- ACK11•ACK11•T 
000252 033541 hACK3•ll 
000253 033542 ACK3•11•ACKl•ti~T 
000256 033545 ACKl•ti•AIKl•li•T 
000261 033550 TcACKtl 
000262 033551 ACK1hA(K).T 
000263 033552 ACKiaACK)•T 
000264 033553 ·hACKt•ll 
000265 033554 A CK1•1 I •ACK+1.1 •T 
000270 033557 · A (K•l)•A CK+li+T, 
000272 033561 R••A IK3+11 
000273 033562 T • ACK31 
00027S 033564 A.(KJI aA CK21•q 
000277 033566 ACK2laACK21•R 
000300 033567 ACK3•ti•ACK2•1l•T 
000303 033572 80 ACK2•ti•ACK2•11•T 
000320 033607 IF CJLASTI 23St235e82 
000321 033610 82 JJ•JJOIF •1 
000323 033612 ILASh IL +JJ 
000325 033614 00 85 I • JJeiLASTtlDIF 
000326 033615 I<LAST • KLtl 
000327 033616 DO 85 K•leKLASTt2 
000340 033627 1<1 • K+KB.IT 
000341 1 033630 K2 • Kt•KBIT 
000342 033631 K3 • K2+KBIT 
000343 033632 R ••ACK2•11 
000344 033633 T • A(K21 
000346 033635 ACK21 • ACKI•A 
000350 033637 ACKI • ACK)+q 
000351 033640 ACK2•U•ACK•11•T 
000353 033642 ACK•li•ACK+li•T ' 
000355 033644 A~R•ACKli•ACK1+1) 
000357 033646 AWl • ACKl+li•A<Kl) 
000361 033650 Rc•A (1(3) •A (1<3+1 1. 
000364 033653 hACK3)•A(K3+l) 
000366 033655 ACK3)•CAWR.RI/ROOT2 
000371 033660 ACK3+li•CAWl•TI/ROOT2 ~· 000373 033662 A(KllaCAW~+RI/ROOT2 
000376 033665 AcK1•li=CAWl•TI/ROOT2 
000401 033670 h ACKll 
000402 033671 A(K11cACKI•T 

.. ,., 
000403 033672 ACKI•ACKI+T, 
000404 033673 TaACK1+11 
000405 033674 A(Kl+1)aA(Kti)•T 
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000410 033677 ACK+li•ACK+li+T 
000412 033701 Ra•ACK3+11 
000413 033702 hACK31 
000415 033704 A(l<31d(K21•R 
000417 033706 ACK21d(K21+R 
000420 033707 A(K3+li•ACK2+ll•T 
000423 033712 85 ACK2+1l•ACK2+11+T 

"' 000440 033727 IFCJL.AST•i) 235t235t90 
00044il' 033731 90 JJ:a JJ + JJDIF 
000444 033733 DO 230 J•2•~.L.AST 
000445 033734 96 IaiNV(J+ll 

,,. ... 000447 033736 98 IC•NT-1 
000451 033740 W(li•SCICI 
000452 033741 WC?I•SCII 
000454 033743 12•2*1 
000455 033744 12C•NT•12 
000455 033744 IFll2Cil20tllOtlOO 
ooo457 033746 100 W 2 C 1 I .S c I 2C I 
000461 033750 W2C21aSCl21 
000463 033752 GO TO 130 
000464 033753 110 W2Cli•O• 
000465 03375~ W2C21•1• 
000467 033756 GO TO 130 
000467 033756 120 l2CC a I2C.-NT 
000471 033760 12C..,I2C 
000471 033760 W2 C 1 l ... s C I 2CI 
000473 033762 W212l•SC12CCI 
000475 033764 130 13•1+12 
000477 033766 I3C•NT•13 
000500 033767 ·lFC13CI160t150tl40 
000502 033771 140 W3C1I•SCI3CI 
oooso4 033773 W3C21aSCl31 
000506 033775 GO TO 200 
oooso7 033776 150 W3Cllao. 
000510 033777 W312h1e 
000512 034001 GO TO- 200 
ooo512 034001 160 13CC•I3C+NT 
000514 034003 IFC13CCI190tl80~l7U 
000515 034004 170 l3C••I3C 
000516 034005 W3Cli••SCI3Cl 
000520 034007 W312l•Sil3CCI 
000522 034011 GO TO 200 
000523 034012 180 W3Clh•1! 
000524 034013 W3C21aOe 
000525 034014 GO TO 200 
000526 034015 190 l3CCCaNT+I3CC 
000530 03U17 l3CC • •l3CC 
000530 034017 W3 I ll••S C IJCCCI 
000532 034021 W312l•·SC13CC) 
000535 034024 200 lL.ASTaiL.•JJ 
000537 034026 DO 220 I•JJtiL.ASTtiDIF 
000540 034027 KL.AShl<l+l 
000541 034030 ~0 220 Kat,KLASTt2 
000552 034041 K1•K+KBIT 
000553 034042 K2•Kl+KBIT 
000554 03ft043 K3aK2+KBlT 
000555 034044 RaACK21*W2Cli•ACK2+li*W2C2l 
000560 03U47 TaACK21*W2C21+ACK2+ll*W2Cll 
000564 034053 ACK21aA(K)•R 
000566 034055 ACKI•ACKI•R 
000567 034056 ACK2+li•ACK+ll•T •• 000571 034060 A(K+ll•A(K+l)+T 
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000573 034062 RaA(K31*•3tl) .. A(K3+11*~3C21 / 

000576 034065 TaA(KJ)OW3C2l+ACK3+ll*W3(1) 
00060~ 034071 AwRaA(K1)*W(l)•ACK1+11*WC2) 
000605 034074 Awi•AtKl)*W(2)+ACK1+1) 0 WC1l 

"' 000611 034100 AtKJl:AWR-R ,., ; 

000613 034102 AtK3+1)aAWI•T 
000615 034104 A·cKl)aAWR+R · 
000617 034106 AtKl+ll=AWI+T ~ 
000621 034110 T=AtKl) '•;; 
0006;?2 034111 AtKl)aA(Kl•T ' 

000623 034112 AtKl•ACKl+T 
000624 034113 TaAII\l•ll 
000625 034114 A(Kl•Il•A(K+ll•T 

'000630 034117 AtK+1)raA(K+l)+T 
'000632 034121 R••A(K3+ll 
000633 034122 TaA(K3) 
000635 034124 A CK3l aA (.K2) •R 
000637 034126 ACK2laACK2) +R 

'000640 034127 AtK3+1)aA(K2+1)•T 
000643 034132 220 AcK2+1)aA(K2•11•T 
000660 034147 230 JJ•JJOIF•JJ 
000664 034153 235 JLAST=4*JLAST+J 
000666 034155 240 CONTINUE 
000671 034160 250 CONTINUE 
000673 034162 NTSQ•NT*NT 
000675 034164 MJMT•M3•MT 
ooo677 034166 3So IF ( M3MTI 370t360t360 
000701 034170 360 IG03•1 

. 000702 034171 . NJIINT~:N3/NT 
000705 034174 MINN3aNT 
000706 034175 GO TO 380 
000707 034176 370 IG03•2 
000710 034177 NJVNTa1 
0007ll 034200 NTIIN3•NT/N3 
000714 034203 MINN3aN3 
000715 034204 380 JJ03 • NTSQ/N3 
000720 034207 M2MT•M2•MT 
000722 034211 450 IF CM2MT)470t460t460 
000724 034213 460 IG02•1 
000725 034214 N211NTaN2/NT 
000730 034217 MINN2aNT 
000731 034220 GO TO 480. 
000732 034221 470 IG02 • 2 
ooo733 034222 N211Nhl 
000734 034223 NTIIN2•NT/N2 
000737 034226 MINN2aN2 
000740 034227 480 ·JJ02•NTSQ/N2 
000743 034232 MlMT•Ml•MT 
000745 034234 550 IFtMiMT)570t560t560 
OOU747 034236 560 lGOh1 
000750 034237 NllltiTaNl/NT 
000753 034242 MINN1aNT 
000754 034243 GO TO 580 
000755 034244 570 IG01•2 
000756 034245 NliiNTa1 
000757 034246 NTIINlaNT/Nl 
000762 034251 MINNlaN1 
000763 034252 sao JJO hNTSQ/N 1 •• 000766 034255 ~00 JJ3•i . ./ 

000767 034256 J~:1 
000770 034257 DO 880 JPP3•1,N311NT 
ooo771 o3426o IPP3•INII(JJ3) 

.. 
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.ooo773 OH262 
000774 034263 
00100?. 034271 
001006 034275 
001006 034275 
001012 034301 

4 001016 034305 
c{.' 001017 034306 

001021 034310 
001023 031tl12 

... 001025 03Ul4 
~ 001033 o34l22 

001037 034326 
001037 oJit326 
001043 034332 
001047 034336 
001050 034337 
oolo52 034341 
0.01054 034343 
001056 034345 
001064 034353 
001070 034357 
001070 034357 
001074 034363 
001077 034366 
001113 034402 
001114 034403 
001115 03U04 
001117 034406 
001120 034407 
001121 03441.0 
001122 034411 
001122 034411 
001126 034415 
001135 034424 
001143 034432 
001147 034436 ' 
001151 034440 
001157 034446 
001165 034454 
001166 034455 
001175 034464 
001177 034466 
001203 034472 
001206 034475 
001207 034476 
001210 034477 
001211 034500 -
001214 034503 
001215 034504 
001217 OH506 
001221 034510 
001231 034520 
001233 034522 
001234 034523 
001235 034524 

.~ 001237 034526 
001240 034527 
001242 034531 
001250 034537 

,"\.! 001251 034541) 
001254 031t543 

,. .. 
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,, 610 

620 
b30 
7oo 

710 

72.0 
73o 
aoo 

810 

820 
8)0 

840 

845 
850 
860 
87o 
sao 

890 
891 
892 
895 
9oo 

903 
9(14 
905 

906 

950 
96o 

97o 

og 870 JP3•1tMINN3 
G TO C610t620itiG03 
IPJ•INVlJtJI*N3VNT 
GO TO 630 
IPJ•INVCJP31/NTVN3 
I3a(IPPl+IPl1•N2 
JJ2•1 
DO 870 JPP2•1eN2VNT 
IPP2•tNVlJJ21+13 
DO 860 JP2a1.MINN2 
GO TO (710e720ieiG02 
IP2•1NVCJP2)•N2VNT 
GO TO. 730 
IP2•1NVCJP2)/NTVN2 
12~CIPP2+1P21•Nl 
JJh1 
DO 860 JPPl•leNlVNT 
lPPl•INVlJJli+I2 
DO 8~0 JP1aleMINN1 
GO TO (810e820itlG01 
IP1•INV(JP11*N1VNT 
GO TO 830 
IPl•lNVCJP11/NTVN1 
1•2*CIPP1+IP11+1 
IF CJ•II 840t845t845 
T•A (I I 
A C II•A CJ) 
A(JI•T 
Td ll+U 
ACI+li•A(J+U 
A I J+l) •T 
CONTINUE 
JaJ+2 
JJ1•JJl+JJ01 
JJ2•JJ2+JJD2 
JJ3 • JJ3+JJ03 . · 
IF!IFSETI 8Q5,895t891 
DO 892 I • 1 t NX 
A 12*11 • •AI2•II 
RETURN 
MTaMAI(O(M(11tMI21tM(3)1 
IFIMT-11 ~0St903t90l 
MT • MAXO (2t14TI 
IF IMT•13l906t906t905 
IFERR • 1 
GO TO 895 
I FERRaO 
NT•2••MT 
NTV2aNT/2 
PFNT2•PIIFL0ATC2*NT) 
DO 950 L•1tNT 
SILI•SINCFL0ATlLI*PFNT21. 
CONTINUE 
MTLEXP•NTV2 
LMlEXP•l 
INVCli•O 
DO 98() L•ltMT 
INVCLMlEXP•ll • MTLEXP 
00 97o J•2eLMlEXP 
JJ•J+LM1EXP , 
INVIJJ)•INV~J)+~TLEXP 
MTLEXP•MTLEXP/2 

I 

I 

•2 



001260 
001264 
001266 
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03ft547 
03ft553 
034555 

980 LM1EXp•LMlEXP*2 
982 IFCIFSET112t895 9 12 

END . 
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